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Government Asked to Dismiss
Smith Act Case Against Hall
Lawyers Cite
Precedent in
Other Cities
SAN FRANCISCO-L-Attorneys
for Jack Hall, ILWU regional
director for Hawaii, and for six
other defendants in a Smith Act
conviction have requested the
United States Attorney in Iloiloltilu to advise the federal court
that in view of the recent dismissal of the remaining Smith
,Act defendants in Los Angeles,
the llawaiian case be also dismissed.

—Dispatcher "Photo,'

The last of six 60 tonarches was hoisted into place last week for the auditorium and hiring hall of
rches Up the new million-dollar building being erected near
Fishermen's Wharf in San Francisco by the San
Francisco Bay Area Longshoremen's Memorial Association. The picture above shows cranes lifting the fifth arch into
place. These are the largest precast reinforced concrete arches in the world. They were cast on the ground at the
building site. Joined, they measure 154 feet ground to ground and 48 feet from the ground to the apex. The type of
construction is unique in the United States and the developing building is attracting wide attention. The architect is
Henry Hill, the contractors Jacks and Irvine. Shown below watching the first arch being lifted are members of the
memorial association's board of directors and visitors, left to right, Robert Rohatch, William Chester, Claude Saunders,
John E Walker, Gabriel Leber, a visitor, Engineer Christopher Arnold, Louis Cohn, building consultant, and Lincoln
Fairley and Philip Eden of the 1LWU research department.
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Tull Support for Eastern Sugar Workers
(Rpecial to the Dispatcher)

NEW YORK—Union representatives
of cane sugar refineries from all over
the United States met in a two day session here November 21 and 22 and
unanimously rejected a wage offer of
51
/
2 per cent on the base rate offered
by Eastern refiners. The cooperative
committee of sugar workers representing over 90 per cent of all refined sugar
melt on the Atlantic, Gulf and Pacific
Coasts adopted the following national
program for all cane sugar refinery:

8.7 per cent increase on the base rate
with a minimum of 18 cents;
Cost of living bonus to be included
in contract;
Common termination date of all
sugar refinery contracts of September
30 or any other date mutually acceptable;
Severance pay of one week for each
year of service.
The conference also recommended to
local unions that they press for three
or four Nlocals; contractural improve-

ments based on clauses now already in
effect in existing local agreements. The
conference recognized that the real
showdown with the sugar refineries
would come in the latter part of January when most of the contracts of the
two major refinery chains, the American Sugar Refining Company and the
National Sugar Refining Company twill
have expired.
For years now the employers In the
sugar refining industry have run
(Continued on Page 8)

In a letter to Louis B. Blissard,
United Sates Attorney for Hawaii,
lawyers for Hali and others noted the
government decided this week there
will be no second trial of the defendants in the Los Angeles Smith Act ease
for lark of sufficient e‘idenee. Also
noted were government concessions in
Smith Act eases in Boston, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh.
LESS REASON IN HAWAII
The letter, signed by Telford Taylor,
Richard Gladstein, A. L. Wirin, Myer
,Symonds and Norman Leonard said:
"Counsel for the defendants have
noted the government's decision, announced yesterday, that there will be
no second trial of the defendants in the
Los Angeles Smith Act case. We have
also noted the government's consent to
a dismissal of the Boston Smith Act
trial, its concession in the Philadelphia
Smith Act trial that there was insufficient evidence to warrant a second
trial of two of the defendants, and its
decision not to request a second trial
in the Pittsburgh Smith Act case.
"In view of these actions and emu**.
sions, we believe that it would be consistent and appropriate for the prose.
euting authorities in the Honolulu
Smith Act ease to advise the Court of
Appeals that they consent to a reversal
of the judgments with instructions to
enter dismissals of the indictments
against the defendants. There is even
less reason to continue the prosecution
in Hawaii than in Pittsburgh and HO*.
ton, and such action on the govern.
ment's part would be in the interests
of justice."
THE BACKPROUND
Background to this development
stems from the Supreme Court decision
last June in the Los Angeles Smith Act
case in which it was ordered that am of
the convictions had to be reversed because the judge had made some legal
errors in his instructions to the jury.
Normally the high court, when it re.
verses, sends a case back for a nest
trial and doesn't look at the record or
study the evidence.
There is, however, a section of the
federal law that says that under de.
cumstances when the court reverses a
judgment it may look at the record if
It wants to. The Supreme Court looked
at the record of the Lop Angeles case
In order to see what kind of judgment
would be appropriate.
As a result of this investigation, the
(Continued on Page 4)
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LABOR'S REAL PROBLEM

THE BEAM

THERES NOTHING TO
FAR AS LOtsid AS YOU
KEEP CLEAN;SON f

By Harry Bridges
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HERE COMES
OUR PATSY
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THERE HAVE been few etents in recent times which have so
I caught the imagination of the people of the world as the
conquest of outer space by Russian scientists. It is no exaggeration to say that this achievement opens up a whole new era in
the history of mankind, and men everywhere—in every land and
living under every kind of condition—will be affected.
Certainly the Soviets have a right to be proud and to boast
about what they have done. It is a credit to them and to their
scientists. And as we think over what they have accomplished
over the past forty years, some of our own past ideas should
come in for re-examination.
First off we have to start by recognizing that we are not so
smart that we cannot usefully learn something from other people. This doesn't mean aping them or doing things as they do
them, or thinking that they are superior or better. But it does
mean being open-minded, as a starter, as far as the' new earth
Satellite is concerned. We will never do anything useful °Neonstructive about this development if we view it as nothing more
than- a new weapon of destruction to be matched by bigger
weapons in our hands, or if we keep moaning about our hurt
national pride because the Russians beat us to the punch.
People who see the satellite circling the earth primarily as
a new kind of death-dealing rocket, are the same kind of people
who can't see any uses for atomic energy except to manufacture
A and H bombs. It is like welcoming the discovery of electricity
because it could be used to build electfic chairs.
What we in the USA must understand is that science, with its
great promises and benefits, belongs to all mankind. Our country atid its people have lost nothing becauSe of the Russian moon.
On the contrary, we have gained—and gained immeasurably—
as people have all over the world.
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N A RECENT visit to Disneyland with my small son, along
with thousands of others, we travelled through 'Tomorrow
Land." There was no mistaking the interest and delight of children and adults alike in the scientific wonders exhibited there.
Together with my boy I took the rocket trip to the moon. It was
perfectly real and feasible to him, and even I got caught up in
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DEVELOPMENTS are likely to bring fort to affix haloes to the heads of all AFL-CIO
more dismay and discouragement to Amer- leaders, including himself, Meetly has willingly
ican workers than the steady disintegration, sacrificed labor's dignity, its self-respect and
and disruption of the AFL-CIO, now meeting in ifs stature as a significant, independent force
its second annuarconvention in Atlantic City. in our country today.
Facing a growing economic recession on one
Only the employers and their camp folloners,
who profit when labor is disunited and im- hand and a legislative attack which could be
potent draw any pleasure and satisfaction from worse than Taft-Hartley of 10 years ago, on
this weakened labor movement, split with dis- the other, labor needs every ounce of unity and
sension and filled with suspicion and hostility. strength just to hold on to what shas already
The tragedy in all this is that when the price been won.
is paid and the final accounting made for the
misdeeds and stupidities, for the mealyABOR HAS NO need to be paraded as little
mouthed attempts to go "respectable" and the
Lord Fauntleroy or to have its ears washed
craven dissipation of labor's fighting capacity, In public. Corruption is not—repeat, NOT—
It will be the rank and file, the people at the labor's main problem today.
point of production, who will have to make
Isn't it clear that if unions are on the move,
the sacrifices and meet the payment In their if they are fighting with vigor and boldness,
wages, hours and conditions.
then every crook, parasite and racketeer who
The officials who are responsible for bring- is corrupting labor for his own gain, would be
ing labor to this low state will, as in the past, exposed and would disappear into oblivion? We
somehow take care of themselves.
learned this in the ILWU more than 20 years
What explains the paradox of the labor ago, either you continue to move ahead or
movement, at the height of its strength, with you're dead.
millions in its treasury, and yet incapable of
Upions are more than the instruments of
mounting an offensive and fighting a good those who happen at apy particular moment to
fight? The power is still there—in the dedica- be leading them. They are continuing bodies
tion and the intense loyalty of the membership with a responsibility to the working people and
—and the challenge from the employer re- they are both necessary and inevitable under
mains the same. But we have reached the day an economic system such as ours. Moreover, the
when the power in the ranks of labor seems to same joining together for self-protection which
be feared as much by the elderly statesmen forces workers to organize into unions ineviwho now head the movement as by the em- tably brings them into conflict with their employers. This is why they are anxious to restrict ployers.
the autonomy and freedorn of , action of the
The crime of those handful of hypocritical
rank and file.
men who dominate the labor movement today,
Is that they are attempting to walk away from
OTHING BE-ITER illustrates the sorry the conflicts and to ignore the very realities
times in which the American labor move- that brought the American labor movement
ment has fallen than the spectacle of the Into being and which alone justify its existence.
leader of the AFL-CIO Building Trades Division, Robert Gray, urging that all unions
forego wage increases in 1958. Gray, by his
bankrupt proposal, is lining up with the worst
enemies of labor who keep the big lie alive that
ad ag55, 111111/11111i1111111 11191121111111NOSNI aid Wi,•huui.mini Dalai
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some of the enthusiasm and"couldn't help but be impressed with

how soon it would be when men would actually circle the moon
in a space ship, dressed in space suits. That was before Sputnik
and Muttnik.
I have a hard time feeling hurt because-the Russians have put
a chunk of the fantasy of "Tomorrow Land" into practice. And
men headyet this very accomplishment has driven some of
ing up world affairs into trumpeting more loudly than ever that
we should spend more and prepare more armaments for war.
So far the American people haven't been conditioned or
frightened enough to permit any politician to dare come right
out and advocate war in order to show the Russians once and
for all who is the bestest with the mostest in this universe. They
are working toward that end, and now the move is on to line up
Adlai Stevenson on the team.
The stupid idea that the Soviet discovery Is bad for the
world and bad for our country was re-enforced by Dr. Edward
Teller, an eminent scientist and the so-called "father of the II
bomb." It was Teller who told a group of students that the United
States suffered "another Pearl Harbor" when the Russians got
the satellite up and that "they can beat us now without a war."
ftX....L.a11111.1_616
r
IF THIS IS going to be the approach of our government and
scientific spokesmen, which we are asked to finance with billions of tax dollars, how can we ever get a realistic picture of
what the socialist half of the world is and what it's capable of
doing? We are never going to be able to work out any form of
peaceful existence or relationship if we persist in thinking we
have or must.have all the answers, all the plans and all the skills,
and with a leading scientist lecturing our students on the dangers
of peace.
Every time the Russians make a new scientific advance, we
are told by our profeSsional witch hunters and cloak and dagger
artists that they stole our secrets by espionage or they did it by
using captured German scientists. Putting up an earth satellite
is certainly one secret the Russians ilidn't steal from us since so
far it seems we don't have the secret to steal. As far as German
ex-Nazi scientists are concerned, they are undoubtedly the bosses
of our rocket program, no matter what their role in Russia. Even
If we accept the reasoning of the headers-up In our country today, that the security of the nation and all its people depends on
bigger and better rockets, intercontinental missiles and A and H
bombs, shouldn't we start looking for holes in the heads of,those
who trust ex-Nazis, conditioned by Hitler from birth, to be the
ones in cbarge of protecting us from atomic destruction?
And let's consider another aspect of the new situation:
George Sokolsky, columnist for the Hearst papers—and as
anti-communist as they come—arrives at some interesting conclusions about the scientific break through of the Russians.
Sokolsky was concerned about how they were able to do what
they did under other than a capitalist or free enterprise system.
Hedecided that Americans have fallen into the error of believing
-that the "possession of money can be equated with the possession
of intelligence." (Any of our rank and file could have told Sokolsky long before the Russians shot off a sputnik that all the
brains aren't with the people with all the wealth.)
(Continued on Page 8)
RP,
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$14,000 Pledged

Knowland Using Tax Money
To Push His Open Shop Law
here never saw print in the letter to
the editor column of the paper but was
sent to Senator Knowland personally.
TAXPAYERS PAY FOR
The letter,written by Angelo Bruzzone, was acknowledged by Senator
Knowland himself in a franked envelope (paid for by the taxpayer) on US
Senate stationery, postmarked Washington, D. C., and thanking Bruzzone
for his letter. In his thank you note,
Knowland included a considerable
amount of further propaganda extolling "right-to-work" legislation.
What was exposed by this series of
events was the fact that Bruzzone sent
his letter- to the Oakland Tribune,
and it was obviously forwarded to
Senator Knowland.
It was also noted by the East Bay
Labor Journal that no letters on the
subject of "right-to-work" have been
appearing in the Oakland Tribune despite the fact that the Knowland family paper is knee deep in a campaign
to push such scab legislation. Bruz(Special Si the ess.sisscri
zone commented, "I never sent SenaNEW YORK—The New York Dis- tor
Knowland a copy of my letter to
trict Council of ILA, November 21, the
Tribune, the only possible way he
unanimously adopted a report by could
have got hold of my letter was
Thomas W. Gleason, general organizer, through
the Tribune forwarding it to
who led an eight-man delegation to
him."
the Pacific Coast. Gleason told the
meeting that the ILA delegation was
given every assistance by both the
Pacific Maritime Association and the
International Longshoremen's and
Warehousemen's Union.
He reported to the delegates on such
things as sling loads, welfare and pension on the Pacific Coast, joint control of hiring by the employers and
union with a low man out system. The
council was thoroughly briefed on the
(4Preial to the Dispatcher)
research and library of the ILWU.
Glaeson complained that unfortunately
New York — Fred R. Field, Jr., presthe committee had only had four work- ident of the New York district council
ling days to spend.
of the International Longshoremen's
PRAISE AND CRITICISM
Association, on November 23 demanded
Gleason told the council that about before a hearing of that joint legislaall West Coast longshoremen need in tive committee on industrial and labor
their next contract was beautyrest conditions of New York that the legislamattressss in the hold. He was critical ture take immediate steps to introduce
of the four-on and four-off system in a safety code for dock and marine
the hold and said that he felt this was workers.
not a good union policy.
Field proposed that either the legisThe delegates were told that some lature
or the board of standards and
Important jurisdictional rights were appeals
put into effect immediately a
now held by other unions. He praised
dock safety code modeled a f ter the
the system of pier rentals on the Pacodes in effect in California and Washeifie Coast as being more equitable for
ington
and the Pacific coast marine
the operators than the system in effect
safety code.
on New York harbor. Gleason said that
Field said that the 'accident and sethe full recommendations of the committee would be made when the com- verity rate in longshoring were increasmittee had chance to draw up its report ing and that the legislature was conand that a copy of the report would be cerned with the longshoremen only
when they could get some headline out
sent to every member of the ILA.
of the situation.
BRADLEY'S VOTE OF THANKS
Fields told the legislative commit‘
Captain Bradley, president of the
ILA who was at the meeting thanked tee that he had just returned from a
Gleason and the committee for their trip to the West Coast and "I found that
good report and said that many things those guys, so hated by the governof value were observed which would be ment—I don't hate them—have been
useful to the ILA and its membership. able to get all these amazing safety
Captain Bradley said that it was not codes even from the federal governpossible to send such a committee ment."
sooner but that the committee had
He said the longshoremen will be
done a good job. He proposed that the forced to take economic action if nothCouncil give the committee a rising ing is done and then "you'll yell we're
vote of thanks for their work and the big black bears. But we don't see. why
Washington and California can give
motion was unanimously adopted.
longshoremen this safety and New
York can't."
He added, "they have these wonderful safety codes on the west coast."
WE HAVE VOTES
When
one
of the members of the
NEW YORK—Local 791, the mother
local of the ILA, November 20 unani- committee suggested that the employmously approved a report given by its ers would come down on the legislators
Secretary-Treasurer William J. Lynch in droves if they tried to enact safety
and International Vice-President of the codes Field told them "don't worry
ILA on his recent trip to the West 'about them coming down in droves.
There are only 176 of them and 30,000
Coast.
longshoremen
and you know what this
detail
considerable
Lynch reported in
means in votes."
on conditions of the West Coast. He
The legislative hearing also discussed
was particularly impressed by the $100
per month pension and complete wel- changes in the state compensation
laws. Field proposed on behalf of the
fare set-up.
The research and library of the ILA that the legislature amend the act
ILWU was vets/ helpful to the ILWU to cut down the waiting period to three
officers in negotiations. Lynch also told days, increase the minimum to 66 and
the meeting that hiring on the Pacific two-thirds per cent of the weekly pay,
Coast was under the control of both increase the death benefits to compare
labor and management and that there with the provisions of the longshorewere many points that could be adapted men and harbor workers' compensation
to New York.
act.

Portland to
Back Sugar
With Dough

OAKLAND—"Knowland steals
Stamps to fight labor," was the headline in the East Bay Labor Journal of
November 29, as it exposed the fact
that letters on "right-to-work" (open.
shop) legislation, which were supposed to go to the Oakland Tribune
(owned by Knowland's father) have
been turned over to the senator for his
own use to further his campaign for
Governor of California.
A letter to the Oakland Tribune sent
by a member of the AFL Milk Drivers

Praise Hiring Hall

ILA Adopts
Report of
Coast Trip

Inspired by ILWU

ILA Demands
New Safety
Code in NY

NY Local 179 OK's
West Coast Survey

.—Di.pateher
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Boom Is Over
Five Million
Jobless Seen
WASHINGTON, D. C.--The big business boom is definitely over
and
business spokesmen here are predicting
that by next fall there may be 5 million unemployed in the country.
President Eisenhower as well as business spokesmen see an end to the
continuous upward curve of the economy and hope that, at best, we can
expect the economy to remain stable-but probably a dip in the picture Is
more likely.
The commerce department's hundred
man Business Advisory Council predicted that output will drop between
now and next summer and something
they call a "recession" will take place.
Even a "mild recession" labor economists say can produce at least 5 million unemployed before it's over.
'TAKING A BREATHER'
The president was heard recently
saying that our economy is "taking a
breather." He said the signs for the
future are "mixed" — whatever that
means.
No matter what words, or convenient labels are attached to the situation,
it is clear that for many millions of
workers there is going to be hardship
and misery and hunger
even in the
midst of plenty.

PORTLAND
If Hawaii's ILWU
sugar workers are forced to take economic action to obtain a twenty-five,
cent wage demand, they will receive
at least fourteen thousand dollars from
ILWU Local 8, this city's longshoremen.
In a letter sent to Hawaii Local
President Antonio'(Tony)Rania by Lecal 8 President Charles Ross, the sugar
workers have been "extended ... the
firm handclasp of solidarity and admiration" and were informed that the
local's fourteen hundred dockers have
voted a ten dollar assessment in accord
with the longshore caucus recommendation asking "full moral, economic
and financial support" in the event of
a sugar strike.
The assessment will be paid by the
first of the year and "we will have it
ready and available for you," wrote
Ross.
NO CONTRACT, NO WORK
Negotiations with twenty-five plantations are scheduled to commence next
week, and if no agreement is reached
by midnight, January 31 (the contract
expiration date) the union's no contract, no work policy will go into effect.
Because of the crucial nature of the
coming talks, ILWU President Harry
Bridges and Secretary-Treasurer Louis
Goldblatt will join Hawaii Regional Director Jack Hall as spokesmen at the
bargaining table.

Local 63 to Aid Sugar
WILMINGTON—Members of ILWU
63, marine clerks, have unanimously
voted to assess themselves fifty cents
weekly for the next twenty weeks for
the purpose of making financial assistance available to Hawaii's sugar workers in the event of a strike.
Amounting to a total of ten dollars
per member, the assessment is expected
to raise at least five thousand dollars
from this area's five hundred waterfront clerks.

On The Beam ...by

Harry Bridges

(Continued from Page 2)
Sokolsky's point is that the Russians
seem to have found incentives for their
people to produce something which so
far money hasn't been able to buy in
the United States. As to that, there's
one thing we've learned in the ILWU
and that is there are many things
money can't do. It didn't buy us our
union, our conditions or our union democracy. And more money for arms
and drafting our kids from school into
the armed services won't buy world
peace.
After all, if laying out more money
and offering bigger payoffs in dollars
to our scientists were the answer, we'd
have done the job long ago. But the
Russians proved something, as Sokolsky points out---that people can show
personal initiative and inventive power
and a great capacity to work under a
system where personal monetary rewards are strictly limited.
This is really something to think
about and perhaps look into. The angry
demands of some politicians that Congress should have an investigation and
find -out who or what was to blame for
our lagging behind the Russians might
then mean something more than political hot air.

NE HAS only to go around our
country today to be impressed by
the tremendous capacity, skills, determination and good sense of the American people. There isn't any challenge
they aren't capable of meeting. But
there is a danger, nevertheless, that
the present moment may be seized upon to spread hysteria and fear among

O

the people—and all supposedly because
of the shooting off of a man-made
moon into the heavens. Really, all the
fuss is because the same old gang who
own and control a big chunk of the
world's land, wealth and property see
their hold slipping, with the world's
underdog people speaking up and demanding a better break.
YOU don't need to be a scientist with
or without money to figure out where
all this will get us and who will benefit
or lose from this kind of program.
The only sensible alternative is one
we in the ILWU have been arguing for
since the end of World War II, and one
now adopted in one form or another by
over half the people of the world—
namely peaceful relations, more exchange of people, ideas and goods, and
more competition to see which system
in every way can do a better job of
raising standards of living and providing greater freedom and happiness for
people everywhere.

LA Clerks Local 63
Voting December 6
WILMINGTON-....Some 500 members
of Marine Clerks Local 63 were expected to cast ballots for all offices
except president-business agent; Bill
Piercy, Jr. is unapposed for reelection.
The election was scheduled for today
(Dee. 6).
In competition are Les Gebhard and
Mariett Ralph for vice president;
Claude Brown and Tony Grich for dispatcher. Also on the ballot are the
relief dispatcher, sergeant-at-arms,
executive board, labor relations and
grievance committees and trustees.
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Labor Hurt by
Win of Fink
Law Politico
LOS ANGELES—A warning to labor
was clearly written in the victory in
the 64th Assembly District here of a
Republican, running frankly on a
Knowland platform advocating antiunion legislation, and in the defeat of a
Democrat, backed by union labor.
Lou Cusanovich, mounted his Republican campaign in a predominantly
Democratic district with many working
people in it, on such slogans as "voluntary unionism" and "union democracy"
while the defeated Democrat, Paul
Roest, came out strongly for maintenance of strong unions and union security.
That this/ was a test and may be the
first round in a serious political fight
in California was seen clearly by the
way the United Press handled the news
when it said: "the race was seen as an
early test of Senator William F. Knowland's 'right-to-work' program."

Christmas Party Set
By Bay Pensioners
Labor * Ar I

Workmen making bricks. This is a scene from the wails of the tomb of Retch-mi.-Re at Thebes, Upper
Egypt (about 1450 B. C./. From the collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.

Government Asked to Dismiss
Smith Act Case Against Hall
prove its case, if it can do so. There(Continued from Page 1)
high court deemed the evidence so to- fore, the high court remanded the case
tally insufficient in the ease of five of of the nine for a new trial.
the defendants that it wouldn't be
The court used the term "action inproper even to give them a new trial. citing advocacy" and said if the govThey thus went farther than merely ernment can prove with evidence that
reversing the judgment because of the nine personally advocated action
legal error but instructed the trial and incitement to overthrow the govjudge to dismiss the action against the ernment they should be retried.
five.
Now, many months later the governConcerning the remaining nine Los ment has come forth to say in effect,
Angeles defendants, the court said that "we can't prove it." The government
the record showed at least some doubt attorney said there is no evidence availand therefore the government should able that will meet the standards set
not be deprived of the opportunity to by the Supreme Court of the United

States. In effect the government has
said that if these people were tried
again, under these new high court
standards, they would have to be
acquitted. Therefore, the justice department moved to dismiss the cases immediately.
The standard of evidence set by the
court was that it had to be proven that
the defendants actually incited people
to act to overthrow the government.
According to attorneys for the defendants, there never was any such
evidence and the case should never have
been brought to court in the first place.

SAN FRANCISCO — A fine buffet
supper and plenty of cheerful entertainment is promised at the Christmas
party and dance sponsored by the Committee to Promote the General Welfare of ILWU Pensioners here on Saturday, December 14, 8 p.m. at 150
Golden Gate Avenue.
IiMtation to the Christmas party is
extended to every pensioner in the Ray
Area whether a member of the pensioners' organization or not and there
will be no admission charge to any
pensioner who can identify himself by
showing his gold retirement card or
pensioners' membership book.
The pensioner's lady companion will
be admitted free of charge as well, but
other guests will be asked to donate
75 cents.
All ILWU members and friends have
been invited.
In 1619-338 years ago, tbe first
strike on American soil was called by
a group of Polish glassmakers. They
refused to work in a glassmaking
plant because they were not given the
right to vote.

People of Alaska Are Fed Up with Colonialism
The people of the Territory of Alaska States born people who have migrated
are still fighting for statehood.
north to help conquer a frontier .
Over a year ago they held a consti- and by so doing have lost the precious
tutional convention, adopted a consti- rights of American citizenship.
tution, and elected two senators and
"We submit," said the Alaskans,
one representative to serve in the Con- "that it is against the principles of degross of the United States—waiting on mocracy and the spirit of our federal
that time when Alaska became a state constitution for the United States to
of the union.
maintain a people in a permanent coloAlaskans—working, building, paying nial status."
taxes—are still waiting.
These statements made a year ago,
On October 9, 1956, the Alaska Con- were presented to the administration as
stitutional Convention, with high hopes a petition asking that the duly elected
for becoming a state in a very short representatives of Alaska be seated in
time, adopted a constitution, elected the Congress and Alaska be admitted
senators and a representative, and made as a state.
While most senators, when they are
their strongest bid ft statehood.
TAX ATION—NO REPRESENTATION challenged to express themselves on
Alaskan statehood, come out strongly
At that convention they told the
world they feel they had "demonstrated in favor of this move, as well as favorthroughout their long period of tute- ing statehood for Hawaii, the adminislage in territorial status their adher- tration has taken a very lukewarm poence to the principles upon which the sition anti has usually managed to sidegovernment of the United States was step the issue.
founded." Furthermore, it was pointed
In an outstanding speech made to
out that "citizens of our territory carry keynote the Alaska Contsittitional Conthe full federal tax burden without en- vention in 1955, Ernest Gruening, Govjoying voting representation in Con- ernor of Alaska from 1939 to 1953, regress. Therefore, we are inflicted with flected the feeling of the people of
taxation without representation, which Alaska by the title of his address: "Let
Us EMI American Colonialism."
our forefathers found so distaxteful."
"We meet," he said, "to validate the
Among other grievances, it was noted
that the governor of Alaska is ap- most basic of American principles, the
pointed by the President of the United principles of'government by consent of
States and that members of the presi- the governed!"
dent's cabinet control land, resources,
He spoke with great bitterness at
law enforcement and important govern- the situation which sees the people of
mental functions in Alaska.
.Alaska under ". . restrictions, dig"Alaskans have no vote in presiden- eriminations, and exclusions . by the
tial elections. Therefore, we are being colonialism that has ruled Alaska for
administered as a colony, and we have 88 years." Speaking of "our colonial
servitude," Gruening asks how long
been no administered for 89 years."
Continued the statement made at Alaska would remain te, "step child,"
the eonst t utional convention, "Citizens and how long Alaskans could remain
of Alaska are, in the main, United patient.

Gruening recalled that on September
16, 1950, in Denver, Dwight D. Eisenhower, then still a general, declared:
"Quick admission of Alaska and hawail to statehood will show the world
that America practices what it
preaches."
And Gruening asked, isn't it about
time that something happens to Alaska
to "show the world that America practices what it preaches?"
The former governor was quick to
point out that the United States has
"assumed world leadership, has shown
through the expressions of its leaders
its distaste for colonialism. And this
antipathy to colonialism — wherever
such colonialism may he found — reflects. a deep seated sentiment among
Americans."
SELF-DETERMINATION
He reviewed the history of our nation, born of revolt against colonialism,
nurtured on the idea of self determination and based upon the concept of government by consent of the governed.
Said Gruening: "What more ironical
than, what more paradoxical, than that
very same leadership maintains Alaska
as a colony?"
"What could be more destructive of
American purpose in the world? And
what could be more helpful to that
mission or our nation than to rid America of its last blot of colonialism by
admitting our only two incorporated
territories—Alaska and Hawaii—to the
equality they seek, the equality provided by the long established and only
possible formula, namely statehood?
"America does not, alas, practice
what Is preaches, as long as it retains
Alaska in colonial vassalage."
He likened the federal government's
treatment of Alaska to the treatment

accorded the original colonies by King
George III.
Some of the lists of grievances
against the federal government ineluded the refusal to transfer control
and management of Alaska's fisheries,
the territory's greatest natural resource, to the people of Alaska.
Refusal to repeal the discrimination
against Alaska in the 1920 Jones Act.
Refusal to reform Alaska's obsolete
and unworkable land laws, which would
assist and speed the population growth,
settlement and development of Alaska.
As it stands now over 99 per cent of
Alaska is still "public! domain."
Refusal to include Alaska in federalaid highway legislation.
Refusal to allow a law abolishing the
commitment procedure of Alaska's insane which treats them like criminals
and confines them in a distant institution in the states.
Refusal to place federal lower court
Judges who are US Commissioners, on
salary and pay them a living wage.
These were only a few of the many
grievances the former governor listed
in describing Alaska's current colonial
status.
"Alaska is no less a colony," said the
ex-governor, "than were those thirteen
colonies along the Atlantic seaboard in
1775.
He reminded his listeners that when
Alaska was annexed by treaty there
was a solemn promise:
"The inhabitants of the territory
shall be admitted to all the rights, advantages and immunities of citizens of
the United States." That pledge, he
said, has not been kept.
"We suffer taxation without repro.
seillation, which is no less tyranny In
1955 than it was in 1775."
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Hawaii Brass
Admits Big-5
Figures Phony

Alaska Water
Freight Rate
Hike Halted

HONOLULU—A, G. Budge, president of the Hawaiian Sugar PlanTers
Association, has publicly admitted that
ILWU figures and not those previously
announced by him reflect wages paid
by the sugar industry during the past
10 years.
In an address to the Honolulu Rotary
Club last September, Budge asserted
the total wage bill of the industry was
$48,174,000 for 1947 and $56,239,000
for 1956.
The next day ILWU International
Secretary-treasurer Louis Gold blatt,
addrestang delegates to the Honolulu
convention of Local 142, challenged the
HSPA president's figures and stated
flatly that the total wage bill of the industry for 1956 was several million dollars lower than the wage bill for 1947.
Approximately two months later,
Budge sent a letter of correction to the
president of the Hoholulu Eat and
Meet club. He admitted that Goldblatt's
assertions were true and said his figures were an "improper and misleading comparison."
The HSPA head, who is also president of Castle & Cooke, Ltd., said the
error was "unintentional" and his correction was issued to "set the record
straight."

From The Dispatcher's Washington 01flre

No Tax, Relief
Seems to Be
Anywhere Around

*
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WASHINGTON, D. C.—There is little expectation here, any longer, that
long-promised tax relief is in sight.
On the contrary budget policies are
being revised to fit the big new missile
program proposed by the administration. There is talk of providing additional millions for a "crash program"
for missiles. There is no sign, however,
at present that any effort is being directed to overhauling the preseNt defense program, which is shot through
with wasteful practices which cost billions of dollars._
Instead of revising and reilakigning
the defense program and saving billiorN
which often go into obsolescent and
wasteful items, the major direction
seems to be to bury the tax relief that
has been promised — especially promised during the political campaign.
Instead of eliminating wasteful practices the budget bureau is now sweating
over a program to cut down non-defense spending. This means that important welfare services are likely to be
trimmed.
It is,expected the administration will
make most of its slashes in areas where
the majority of people—especially the
lower income wage earner
will be
most affected. For example, the Department of Labor is likely to be the
first victim. Next will come Health,
Education and Welfare and other programs of federal aid to the states.
These agencies and services were the
first to be hit by last year's economy
drive and it is expected they will be at
the head of the list to be chopped now.
It's pointed out here by'labor obseryers that congressional reactionaries
will be delighted at the opportunity to
take on the job of trimming nondefense spending. Traditionally these
congressmen who are most closely
Identified with big business are always
happy to swing the hatchet on agencies
enforcing such items as the Minimum
Wage Law—or items such as edueation,
school lunches, health, safety, etc.
It seems likely, therefore, that the
administration will,seek to finance the
new missile program, not by cutting
down on real waste in defense -spending, but at the expense of the working
people.

NEW YORK — According to Mike
Quill, president of the Transport
Workers Union, AFL-CIO "Only a 30hour week with higher takehome pay
and other benefits will, meet the challenge of the age of automation."

Here shown are articles made by the Sewing Club of
Sewing Bazaar Auxiliary
8, of Wilmington, California, which were
to be sold at a bazaar here. Seen on the left is Lucille Jones, past chairman of
the Sewing Club and Mrs. Rhea Wages, present chairman, with many of the
items which included stuffed animals, dressed dolls, children's dresses, plastic
articles, and many other hand made items.

Morse toys 'Serious Harm to
Man Unless H-Tests Ended'
WASHINGTON, D. C.—Great inter- gress feconvenes two months hence."
est has been reported here by Senator
(The ILWU Columbia River District
Wayne Morse (D.-Ore.) in his bill, Sen- Council in its meeting at St. Helens,
ate Resolution 173, which calls for im- Oregon, went on record urging a worldmediate cessation of further testing of wide ban on the further testing of..
nuclear bombs until an international nuclear bombs and In support of Sencommittee of recognized scientists can ator Morse's resolution.)
determine the danger from radioactive
fall-out.
Senator Morse, in his report to the Portland Pensioners
people of Oregon, which spoke about Prexy Back on Job
the importance of this resolution, said:
PORTLAND, Ore. Joe Georgesen,
"It is my belief that serious injury retired member of Local 8 who was inis likely to be done to mankind if we do jured in an automobile accident on the
not bring such tests to an end. My reso- Rainier loops recently, is back at his
lution is also based on moral grounds post as president of the Columbia
because I do not believe our nation can River Pensioners' Association;• after
justify a continuation of the tests. The several weeks in Portland and Rainier
verdict of history will be against us. I hospitals.
am not moved by any statements of the
Georgesen, accompanied by C. H.
president, Pentagon officials or others Harreschou, another retired member,
which seek to minimize or negate this :was on his way to a meeting of the
moral issue. I shall press vigorously for Columbia River District council in
passage of this resolution when Con- Astoria, when the accident occurred.

High Court Will Review
Passport Politics Tests
From The Dispatcher's Washington Office

Five years ago the State Department,
WASHINGTON, D.C.—The Supreme which has Congressional sanction to
Court has agreed to rule on the au- issue passports, drew up rkgulations
thority of the State Department to giving the Passport Division power to
prescribe arbitrary political tests as a deny travel rights to Communists or
persons accused of subversive activcondition for granting passports.
This will be the first time the High ities. Procedures set up to label a perCourt has reviewed the question of re- son "subversive" called for use of sestrictions on issuance of passports. The cret evidence and faceless informers,
Issue has split the Court of Appeals without any right of confrontation.
here and raised a basic question of the
SPLIT DECISIONS
right to travel.
The Court of Appeals upheld the
The case to be heard by the Supreme State Department in the Kent and
Court involves appeals of artist Rock- Briehl cases but in such splintered
well Kent and Dr. Walter Brichl, Los fashion—with eight judges writing five
Angeles psychia tr 1st. Kent, an out- opinions — that the Justice Departstanding liberal, is well known to ment agreed the Supreme Court shoulk
ILWU and holds the distinction of review the question. These were only
being an honorary member.
two of a
'
number of celebrated eases
Both Kent and Briehl were refused brought in recent years against the
permission, in almost identical cases, to regulations.
go to Europe because they refused to
Kent and Briehl contend it is unconsign non-Communist affidavits now re- stitutional for the State Department to
quired of every passport applicant. deny-eitizens the right to travel beThey said the State Department had no cause of political beliefs. They contend
business inquiring into their political Congress never deltgated to the Debeliefs.
partment the power to regulate travel,
Present restrictions on grgnting of but only the bookkeeping job of issuing
passports are a product of the Cold passports. And they contend that even
War. Originally, passports served as if the State Department had authority
protection and a letter of introduction to regulate, it could not refuse passabroad. The only requirement was'that ports on the basis of information withthe holder be a citizen.
held from applicants.

AMR,

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The Federal
Maritime Board has suspended a proposed 15 per cent surcharge on freight
moving to Alaska by water which was
to have gone into effect this month.
Alaska Steamship Company and Coastwise Lines had requested the increase.
The suspension, effective until April
2, was- ordered to give the government
more time to investigate the need for
the proposed freight increase.
In the meantime, it is anticipated
that the two Alaska carriers will seek
some form of "emergency" relief. Both
companies contend they are operating
at a loss because of increased operating
expenses.
LOCAL 62 PROTESTS
Among protests filed with the Maritime Board against the 15 per cent
boost, was a statement from ILWU Local 62, located in Ketchikan. The local
pointed out that Alaska Steamship
Company had effected substantial savings in unloading costs as a result of
installing its unitized cargo-handling
system.
Figures cited by Local 62 showed
that the total wage bill for discharging
300 tons of cargo declined from
$2554.80 in 1952 to $1196 in 1957.
The local also explained that ship
turn-around time, an important factor
In costs, had shrunk from 39 hours in
1952 to 9 hours for current operations.

USPH Would Limit
State, Local X-Rays
From The Dlapsteber's Wsubtnjto

011ir

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The U.S.
Public Health Service has come out
with a recommendation that mobile
chest x-raying by State and local
health agencies be limited to "selective" rather than community-wide programs.
The new policy stems in part from
concern over radiation hazards. Aaother factor cited is a change in the
overall TB picture.
It's now urged that tuberculin skin
testing should be substituted for chest
x-rays in ell except groups with high
rate of TB infection. Especially for
younger people, x-rays would only be
used on those who. react positively to
the tuberculin test.
Another proposal calls for a close
check on how x-ray equipment is used
and suggests addLtional training
courses for technicians in order to keep
radiation to a minimum.

Bent Damsgaard of
PMA Dies at 37
SAN FRANCISCO — Bent Damsgaard, assistant to J. Paul St. Sure,
president of the Pacific Maritime Association, died last week at the age of 37.
Damsgaard was formerly research
director of PMA, starting in 1949 and
was associated with the original negotiations that set up the ILWU-PMA
Welfare and Pension Plan. He had been
a trustee and administrator for the employers of the plan from its inception.
ILWU President Harry Bridges commented:
"We not only came 10 know Bent
Damsgaard as a very able and conscientious representative of the employers
but an honest, fair and forward looking
negotiator, always understanding and
mindful of many problems of the union.
"In our estimation he combined a
high level of technical knowledge with
the unique ability to grapple with and
meet the practical aspects of a given
situation.
"He had the personality and the
qualities that would add up to an outstanding executive in any field of endeavor. He struck us in all our dealings
with him as very much of a man. We
regret his passing and send our deepest sympathy to his widow and three
children,"
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with the widest knowledge of atomic energy, and of
the hydrogen bomb. I didn't see a single instance
where one man was trying to put something over
on someone else. They were trying to deal with facts,
not with illusions and prejudices.
Everyone warned in advance that the Russians
would never go along. But after a day all of us were
convinced that the Russians were being completely
honest, completely frank. Therefore, it made for a
remarkable community where the cards were all on
the table, where everyone was aboveboard with everyone else.
I realize there are people who would say I was
deceived, taken in. Others would say the whole thing
was gotten up to put over a Russian scheme. The
Russians had nothing to do with getting the party
up. I think, in fact, they approached it with some
caution.
The Russian today, whether he's dealing with
pure or applied science, is the equal of anyone else
in the world. When these scientists were in Pugwash
this summer, I took friends of mine from the Western countries aside, and said: "Is there anything that
our top scientists know about nuclear warfare, about
the power of the atom, that they don't know? Is
there anything we have that they don't?" They
said: "They have everything we have, and more."

OME sober voices are standing out In contrast
and counter to the hysterical talk being generated
in Washington as result of the sputnicks.
Presented here are two of these voices. The first,
that of Cyrus S. Eaton, a man who can accurately
be termed an industrial tycoon, was inspired by circulation in this country of a special bulletin containing a communication from 155 Soviet scientists, together with a formal resolution by the Presidium of
the Academy of Sciences of the USSR.
The special bulletin was sent out by Dr. Eugene
Rabinowitch, editor of the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists in Chicago. The communication and resolution
each proposed that there be held "a broad international conference of scientists" to discuss the dangers
to mankind of a thermonuclear war.
The Russian communication, signed by six of the
Soviet Union's outstanding scientists, as reported in
an editoral "A Soviet Hand of Friendship" in the
New `fork Herall-Tribune of last November 8, said
specifically:
"Let not only atomic scientists of all countries but
also representatives of other disciplines, biologists,
medical scientists, philosophers of all schools, economists, historians, sociologists, educators, etc., express
their weighty opinions in a broad international meeting of the most important representatives of science.
In such a tense time, full of denser of a general
destructive war, scientists cannot rErnain aside. Their
duty is to add their voice to the requests for the cessation of atomic tests. The danger which hangs over
mankind because of,the possibility of using atomic
energy for war purposes is common to all countries
Independent of their political and economic systems.
"We Soviet scientists express outfull readiness
for common effort with scientists Of any other country, to discuss any proposals directed towards the prevention of atomic war, the creation of secure peace,
and tranquility for all mankind.

S

PROPOSAL of the Soviet scientists grew out
of a meeting of world scientists held last summer
at Pugwash, Nova Scotia, at the summer home of
Mr. Eaton and hosted by him. (See "The Great
Dilemma of Our Times," The Dispatcher, August 2,
1957, pages 4 and 5). Eaton is a resident of Cleveland, chairman of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway,
and operator of vast steel, iron ore, coal and other

T

Interests. He was recently honored by Forbes Magazine as one of the 50 outstanding business leaders in
the nation.
His artic14 presented below was also printed on
the editorial page of The Herald-Tribune on November
& The Tribune is a staunchly Republican paper.
The Tribune editorial and the Eaton article
brought enthusiastic response in the paper's letter
column on November 13. A typical letter: "... If given
a chance, millions of Americans would support Eaton's
statesmanship as opposed to Dulles' puerile 'brinkmanship'."
The second voice presented is that of General
Omar N. Bradley, American military hero who led the
First Army in the attack on the Normandy beaches.
His words were spoken at the St. Albans School convocation in Washington on November 5.
General Bradley, of course, was not speaking
about the specific proposals of the Soviet scientists or
Mr. Eaton's comments, buts. his words were certainly
compatible, and so also was the comment'of ScrippsHoward columnist Thomas L. Stokes on November
13: "We cannot continue on a negatime course. Dulles
cannot keep on saying 'No' if we expect to recover
the initiative in the world. It would seem a good time,
while Russia appears in a more affable mood in the
flush of her missiles and sattelite achievement, for us
to counter with new and bold moves toward peace
while striving in every way to catch up in the field
of space operations."

s6r-.
THE RUSSIANS sent a delegation of farmers to
America—I'm a farmer as well as an industralist
—and one of the Russian shortcomings is in good
beef cattle. I gave them a purebred shorthorn beef
bull (I have the grand champion of the world in
that beef breed). They thought that was a gesture
of friendship, perhaps. Shortly afterward a delegation
of Russian journalists came to the United States
and they asked the State Department if they could
spend a day with me. The State Department arranged it, and they did.
They were unusually competent men, bright,
friendly. I have interests in coal and iron and steel,
and I think they had an idea that I was probably
fomenting war in order to sell my product. But I
also have 13 grandchildren. These tots came out and
greeted the Russians in such a friendly fashion that
the Russians said, "We have children like that," and
began pulling out pictures of their own youngsters.
I believe they became' convinced then that no man
showed would want to
with children like those
fomerat a wa7.
When Eugwash came along, I asked the Russians to send oVer some of their leading scientists,
and they responded.

I DON'T suppose you'd find any one in the world
more dedicated to capitalism and democracy than
I am. But I think the best way to destroy these two
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A Capitalist Speaks

"Let's Meet the
Soviets Half-Way"

mc
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By Cyrus S. Eaton

riR. RABINOWITCH is right. These documents are
ler important. They disclose what I believe to be
the spirit that now prevails in Russia—a desire for
reaching an understanding with the Western world.
We should follow it up.
The men who met at Pugwash spoke not onlY for
themselves but for associates in various parts of the
world. There wasn't the slightest restraint on the
a part of anyone—all talked as scientists, not with nationalistic or political objectives.
There will be no solution, no road to peace, as
long as nobody will trust anyone else, ea long as
one side is trying to bamboozle the other. At Pugwash
none of that existed. Each scientist there believed
what the other scientists were saying. And in a sense
they couldn't fool each other—they were all men

...Wide World Photo

CYRUS S. EATON
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Institutions in America is to go to war with Russia.
would ever devise one—when, while it was created
The longer we put off finding a common ground
on United States soil, it was created by brains from
the tougher it's going to be to find. Russia has treother parts of the world?
mendous resources, and her people have a great
We're suffering from the great success we had
willingness to work and a strong love of country.
In World War I and World War II. We convinced
ourselves we were invincible, that we were the darlings
Leave Russia alone, let her deal with her ecoof the gods. We ought to stop boasting about ournomic theories and practices—time would have a
selves and stop maligning other people, whether
big effect on these. But to build places all around
' Chinese or Russian.
them from which we can launch bombs and missiles
gives that nation a solidarity that it would not have
If they didn't feel the Western World was plotting'''.
to destroy them.
So I take the declaration of these 155 top scientists seriously. I think that any man who refuses
to respond to that approach is lacking in wisdom,
and not serving the best interests of the United States.
I think the more contact we have between people
of the two nations the quicker we'll realize we are all
human, with weaknesses, with limitations, and that
By General Omar N. Bradley
for better or for worse we had better agree not to
annihilate each other. Either we'll live together or
!THE CENTRAL PROBLEM of our time--as I view
We'll perish together. I'd like to see constant exit--is how to employ human intelligence for the
changes between scientists, educators, artists, people
salvation of pankind. It is a problem we have put
of the two countries.
upon ourselves. For we have defiled our intellect by
We're faced with a condition, whether we like it
the creation of such scientific instruments of destrucor, not, in which Russia has all the instruments of
tion that we are now in desperate danger of destroymodern war, and it just doesn't make sense to coning ourselves. Our plight is critical and with each
tinue that kind of an armaments contest. This is the
effort we have made to relieve it by further scientific
time fer anyone who feels this way to speak up.
advance, we haye succeeded only in aggravating our
peril.
I think you'll find the average businessman, con• nected with industry realizes as keenly as I do that
As a result, we are now speeding inexorably toward a day when even the ingenuity of.our scientists
World War III would be the destruction of mankind.
may be unable to save us from the consequences of a
This is the great time for people to speak up,
single rash act or a lone reckless hand upon the
and those can speak most effectively who can't
switch of an unintereeptable missile. For 12 yearsd
be suspected of susceptibility to a bribe or to flatnow we've sought to stave off this ultimate threat
tery. It's an awful reflection on our country to suggest
of disaster by devising arms which would be both
that if we mix freely with the Russians we'll abdicate
ultimate and disastrous.
everything we believe in, everything we stand for.
This irony can probably be compounded a few
A few days ago I saw Norman Cousins, who remore years, or perhaps even a few decades. Missiles
cently got back from a trip on which he met Albert
will bring anti missiles and anti-missiles will bring
Schweitzer in Africa. The first thing S6weitzer asked,
anti-anti-missiles. But inevitably, this whole electronic
said Cousins, was "What happened at Pugwash?"
house of cards will reach a point where it can be constructed no higher.
At that point we shall have come to the peak
of this whole incredible dilemma into which the
HAT SHOULD be the mechanics of our answer
world is shoving itself. And when that time comes
to the Soviet proposal? This depends on the
there will be little we can do other than to settle down
scale, on whether a few scientists or a large group will
be involved. Perhaps we'd have to have it under the
uneasily, smother our fears, and attempt to live in a
thickening shadow of death.
auspices of a government, but this inevitably carries
a stigma with it. We can't hold it in the United
States, because the United States won't allow representatives from- Red China. This is a policy--ilike
TIOULD THIS situation come to pass, we would
barring newsmen to China—in which it's hard to
have but one single and thin thread to cling to. We
find any intelligence. It's a madness thltat suggests a
call it rationale or reason. We reason that. no Govlack of wisdom in our handling of these fateful probernment, no single group of men—indeed, not even
lems.
one willful individual—would be so 'foolhardy, so
It would probably be held in Canada, the West
reckless, RS to precipitate a war which would most
Indies or India. The Chinese, Russians, Poles, Slays
surely end in mutual destruction.
are all willing to go to Canada, and that perhaps is
the place to'have it.
This reasoning may have the benfit of logic. But
even logic sometimes goes awry. How can we assume
All indicates a willingness on the part of scithat reason will prevail in a crisis when there is
entists to do their part toward cooling the passions
OX statesmen,
ordinarily so little reason among men. To those who
would take comfort in the likelihood of an atomic
fthink the more conferences we have under as
peace to be secured solely by rationale and reason, I
many auspices as possible, taking in people with no
axe to grind—and scientists are probably as disinwOuld recall the lapse of reason in a bunker under
the Reich Chancellery in BerlinAIt failed before, it
terested as you can fineirs—the better.
can fail again.
certainly something colleges and universities
Have we already gone too far in this search for
can back. Certainly anyone who is a capitalist ought
peace through the accumulation of peril? Is there
to go for it—because in a war all the material acany way to halt this trend—or must we push on with
cumulations of the past would go. One hydrogen
new devices until we inevitably come to judgment
bora) would lay this great city in rubble.
before the atom. I believe there is a way out. And I
believe it because I have acquired in my lifetime a
decent respect for human intelligence.
It may be that the problems of accommodation
EVER BEFORE have the penalties of follies
in a world split by rival ideologies are more difbeen so great.
ficult than those with which we have struggled in
We need a spell of humility. To us, one of the
most Sobering thoughts must be that all the men who
the construction of ballistics missiles. But I believe,
too, that if we apply to these human problems, the
Produced the first atomic bomb were not Americans
energy, creativity, and the perseverance we have
----they were Italians, Danes, Poles, Germans. How
eetild we have persuaded ouTselves no other nation
devoted to science, even problems of accommodation
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A General Speaks

Sputnik's Real
Challenge
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GEN. OMAR N. BRADLEY
will yield to reason. Admittedly the problem of
peaceful accommodation in the world is infinitely
more difficult than the conquest of space, infinitely
more Complex than a trip to the moon. But if we will
only come to the realization that it must be worked
out—whatever it may mean even to such sacred traditions as absolute national soverTignty—I believe
that we can somehow, somewhere, and perhaps
through some as yet undiscovered world thinker and
leader find a workable solution.

40I CONFESS that this is as much an article of faith
as it is an expression of reason. But this, my
friends, is what we need, faith in our ability to do
what must be done. Without that faith we shall
never get started. And until we get started, we shall
never know what canbe done.
If I am sometimes discouraged, it is not by the
magnitude of the problem, but by our colossal indifference to it. I am unable to understand why--if we
are willing to trust in reason as a restraint on the
use of a ready-rnade ready-to-fire bomb—we do not
make greater, more diligent and nuwe imaginative

use of reason and human intelligence in seeking an
accord and compromise which will make it possible
for mankind to control the atom and banish it as
an instrument of war.
This is the real and--indeed--the most strenuous
challenge" to man's intellect today. By comparison
with it, the conquest of space is of small significance.
For until we learn how to live together, until we rid
ourselves of the strife that mocks our pretensions
of civilization, our adventures in science—instead of
producing human progress—will continue to crowd it
with greater peril.
E CAN COMPETE with a sputnik and probably
create bigger and better sputniks of our own.
But what are we going to prevent the sputnik from
evolving into just one more weapons system? And
when are we going to muster an intelligence equal
to that applied against the sputnik and dedicate it
to the preservation of this satellite on which we live?
How long—I would ask you—can we put off
salvation?
When does humanity run out?
If enough of us believe strongly enough in the
ability of intelligent human beings to get together
on some basis of a just accord, we might somehow,
somewhere, in some way and under some auspices
make a start on it.
Unless we soon get started, it may toe late.
We can't sit about waiting for some felicitous
accident of history that rrfay somehow make the
world all right. Time is running against us, and it
Is running against us with the speed of a sputnik.
If we're going to save ourselves from the instruments of our own intellect, we had better soon
get ourselves under control and begin making the
world safe for living.

W
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Hundreds of Scientists and Technicians Still Blacklisted

1

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Two physicists, three engineers and a stenographer, victims of the late Senator Joe
McCarthy's witch-hunting rampage
through Ft. Monmouth, have had their
appeal for re-instatement rejected by
Federal Judge Alexander Holtzoff.
Their attorney, Thurman Arnold,
Who plans to carry the appeal to the
Supreme Court, termed the ease an ex-

ample of flimsy charges and secret procedures which keep hundreds of competent technicians blacklisted.
Judge Holtzoff ruled that the government is under no obligation to grant a
fair hearing to discharged employes.
The six persons involved were fired by
the army in its unsuccessful attempt
to appease McCarthy.
Meanwhile, the engineers and physi-

cist are employed at menial Jobs, unable to obtain employment with any
important industrial or engineering
concerns. One works in a 111-F1 shop.
Among them are Hyam Gerber Yamins, one of the inventors of portable
radar during World War II, and Aaron
H. Coleman, one-of the chief architects
of the US anti-aircraft radar defense
warning system.
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1. F. Stone's Weekly, commenting on
the lack of interest in the case shown
by the press, said:
"Those who examine the complaints
filed in the district court and the government's answers will be struck first
of all by the thinness of the 'charges'
as contrasted with the testimonies from
commanding officers attesting the good
work and reliability of the accused"
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NCDC-SCDC

Councils
Plan Joint
Fresno Meet
SAN JOSE—Officers of the Northern and Southern California District
Councils, ILWU, are planning a joint
meeting to be held in Fresno during
January 10, 11 and 12 to discuss the
complex political situation confronting
the labor movement in 1958.
In a letter to all locals affiliated
with the ILWU Northern California
District Council, Secretary Michael
Johnson noted that the state Democratic Party convention will, also be in
session in Fresno on the same dates
and recommended that the NCDC and
local officers should prepare to exert
all possible influence to get good resolutions through that convention, with
particular emphasis on opposition to
"right-to-work" (open-shop) bills.
Following the meeting of the officers of the Northern-Southern California councils in Fresno, it has been proposed that there be a joint session of
the two councils in late January or
early February.
In addi.tion to NCDC officers attending the Fresno westing it was request-ed that each locil union send at least
one of its offietrs.
As part of the developing campaign
to counteract the heavily financed
propaganda of the proponents of antiunion legislation, NCDC set about
drawing concrete plans to tell the upion story, and point up the contrast
between union conditions and so-called
"right-to-work" conditions in other
states, for distribution to the general
public, old age, farm groups and others.
The council voted to send Robert
Rohatch of Local 10 and Phil Golden
of Local 6 to the State Democratic
convention.
JOINT LABOR ACTION
' Under consideration are the plans
to get a resolution passed at the Democratic convention, wherein the Democrats themselves will request a joint
labor conference of all AFL-CIO and
Independent unions, primarily to defeat Senator Knowland in his campaign for California governor.
Also planned was a stepped-up campaign by local ILWU legislative cornmitts to undertake a program of registration for both state and national
elections.
In other business, the council delegates went on record to earmark $50
for the establishment of a fund for
Jay Naukana, a member of the Sailors'
Union of the Pacific, who is a paraplegic. This fund would be used to
send Naukana to a college in the MidWest from which he has received a
scholarship. SUP and other groups will
be invited to participate in this fund.
George Lueero, newly elected president of ILWU Local 11 was introduced
to the delegates. The next meeting of
the Northern California District Council will be held in San Francisco, December 21.

Five Widows Now
Receiving Pensions
SAN FRANCISCO — Thirteen
ILWU dock workers were retired
on the ILW1T-PMA Pension and five
widows began receiving ILWU-PMA
survivor benefits as of December 1,
1957, Henry Schmidt, Pension Fund
Director announced this week. They
are:
Local 8: Willy C. Schroder; Local
10: Justin Causse, George Cook, and
Frank Vierra; Local 63: Earl E.
Sehlarb, all on regular pension plan.
On the Disability plan were: Local
8: Edward J. Miles; Local 10: Carmine Pietrangelo; Local 13: Clarence C. Soeten; Local 19: Arthur
Wilderinan; Local 24: Waino Holmberg; Local 47: Alexander Thompson.
The widows are as follows: Mrs.
Pearl Crofts, Mrs. Judith Carlsen,
Mrs. Fern Lorena Morris, Mrs, Anita
May Troth and Mrs. Ida Nunes.
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Registration of
Aliens in January
The law requires all aliens in the
United States, with few exceptions,
to report their address each January.
Aliens not required to make this
report are diplomats, those accredited to certain international organizations and those who have entered
temporarily as agricultural laborers.
Forms for making the reports will
be available to aliens at all Post Offices and offices of the Immigration
and Naturalization Service duringthe month of January. The department announced aliens desiring information concerning naturalization
or similar matters should obtain the
forms at an office of the Immigration and Naturalization Service
where personnel trained in these
fields will be available to answer inquiries.

Local 26 in L.A. Drug
Opens Negotiations
LOS ANGELES—Informal negotiations have been opened at the four
wholesale drug houses under contract
to ILWU Local 26, two months earlier
thati usual.
Being discussed are an industry-wide
health and welfare plan, problems crested by mechanization and plant expansion, and grievances and their.handling.
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_ „Cancer Is Major item
Of Medical Investigation
IX AND a half years of investigatass Ing -- or trying to investigate —
claimed cancer remedies were recounted
In the September-October News Report
of the National Academy of SciencesNational Research Council.
The research was concerned shiefly
with drugs and devices which are rfot
scientifically tested before use on people.
Conducting the investigation was the
Committee on Cancer Diagnosis and
Therapy, started in 1950 by the American Association for Cancer Research,
the American Cancer Society, the
American Medical Association, the Damon Runyon Memorial Fund, the U. S.
Food and Drug Administration, and
the National Cancer Institute, Committee members :were physicians of national repute in cancer work. Some
highlights of their chairman's report:
First, it turned out to be difficult
ireleed to do any testing of many drugs,
pills and concoctions held out to the
public witkpromises of cancer cure or
relief of cancer symptoms.

ILWU, ILA Pledge Support
To East Coast Sugar Workers
(Continued from Page 1)
'broken field thru the ranks of the
sugar refinery workers with six different expiration dates. The wage patterns have been set by the major
refineries while they have dealt with
the various local unions on an individual or two at a time basis. This has
preserved the unity of the employers
and split the ranks of the workers.
MANY UNIONS ON HAND
Present at this meeting were representatives of the United Patkinghouse
Workers Union (AFL-CIO) locals 400,
392, 580, 1095, 1101, 1124 representing
refinery workers at Revere Sugar in
Boston; American Sugar Refining in
Baltimore, Md., and Chalmette Louisiana; National Sugar Refining at
Long Island City, New York and New
Orleans, La.; local industrial Union No.
1660, representing workers at the Boston Refinery of the American Sugar
Refining Company; Locals 1648 and
1650 of the International Brotherhood
of Longshoremen representing workers at National Sugar Refining and
American Sugar Refining Company of
Philadelphia and the International
Longthoremen's Association representing refinery employees at AmeriFan
Sugar Refining; refined syrups and
sugars, sucrest division of the American Molasses Company, all of New
York.
From the West Coast, delegates were
present from the International Longshoremen's and Warehousemens Union
representing warehouse employees at
the Crockett Refinery of the California
& Hawaii Sugar Refining Company.
Representatives of the AFL Refinery
Workers at Crockett could not be present.
ILWU PLEDGES SUPPORT
Thomas W. Gleason, general organizer of the International Longshoremen's Association pledged full support
of the ILA longshoremen to any drive
of the sugar workers for a substantial
wage increase and for a common termination date. Louis Goldblatt, secretarytreasurer of the ILWU also pledged full
support of West Coast longshoremen
and ILWU Local 6 employees at the
Crockett refinery.
Only two locals 1648 and 1650 of the
International Brotherhood of Longshoremen have accepted the 51/2 per
cent offered by the refineries. These
two locals said they would support the
position taken by the cooperative committee. Both these locals have most

favored nation clauses in their contracts pegging their wages to any increase negotiated by the ILA in New
York.
An effort by Joseph Trainor, vicepresident of the International Brotherhood of Longshoremen, AFL-CIO, to
challenge participation in the meeting
by the ILA and the mwu because they •
were not members of the AFL-CIO was
rejected by the delegates.
LOCAL 6 INVITED
The conference unanimously voted to
invite Local 1476 of the International'
Longshoremen's Association and Local
6 of the International Longshoremen
and Warehousemen's Union to affiliate
with the Cooperative Committee of
Sugar Workers. It was explained that
only local unions had a vote in the
committee and International Union
representitives were limited to voice
only. Every effort will be made to get
the participation of the AFL-CIO local
at Crockett, California in the work of
the commitiee.
The ILWil was represented by Louis
GoIdblatt, International Secretarytreasurer and Charles Velson, International representative. Other International Union representatives present
were George Thomas, regional director
of the United Packinghouse Workers
for Louisiana and Texas; Meyer Stern,
UPW regional director for North Eastern states; Thomas W. Gleason, general organizer of the ILA, and Joseph
Trainor International Vice-President of
The 1BL. William Hutton, president of
Local Industrial Union 1660 of Boston,
presided and Ruth Shields of Local 392
UPVV of Baltimore, Md., was secretary.
JANUARY CRUCIAL MONTH
The next meeting will be held in New
Orleans, Louisiana, in January to decide on a final course of action if no
agreement on the basic contract issues
and a common termination date is
reached by that time. By January all
refineries will be operating on the 1958
quota and grinding season will be th
full swing for Cuban, Puerto Rican and
Hawaiian sugar. Delegates emphasized
that the industry had the best year in
its history and was completely able to
meet the demands of the various locals.
Membership in Poland's labor unions
now totals 5,100,000, according to figures compiled by the Central Council
of Trade Unions in Warsaw. The figures which cover the first half of 1957
Indicate that membership has Increased by about 270,000 over last year.

One difficulty was getting supppes of
the various remedies to test. The maker
would promise a supply to the committee, but at the last minute he
would change his mind. Sometimes
the reason given was complexity in
manufacturing, sometimes cost. One
manufacturer said that if he were furnished several hundred thousand dollars he might be able to make enough
of his drug for testing—this after he
had publicly and in writings promised
all necessary to conduct tests. One sent
enough of his compound to try on two
mice.

Hard to Find
Material for Testing
WHEN THE committee asked for
the
of a remedy, "a
rather incomprehensible collection of
chemical data would often be furnished,
usually useless for any serious attempt
at reproduction."
Changes in formulas created more
problems. Sometimes ag soon as investigation started the manufacturer
would tell the committee he was no
longer using the same formula, but had
Improved it. This would happen with
each new try at starting tests.
The committee comments that the
"scientists who developed insulin or the
sulpha drugs or penicillin were only too
happy to provide full information as
to composition, material for independent tests, and so forth."
None of the remedies that were
tested proved to have value.

&asks Encouraged
By Ignorance and Fear
HE ESTABLISHED, proved methods of cancer treatment used by
qualified physicians are surgery and
radiation. How then do you explain the
"cures" claimed by quacks using drugs
and other devices? The committee suggests the bulk of them are people who
suspected and feared they had cancer,
but did not.
Another point is that the charlatan
'site% depends on "testimonials" rather
than accurate data in pushing his particular remedy. His case reports often
neglect such facts as surgical or radiation treatment given before the patient
came to him. When a patient's condition in fact i,rnproves, the improvement
may be due-solely to the delayed effects
of earlier treatment by established
methods. For example, X-ray therapy
results may not show up for threes
months after treatment, long enough
later so that a patient can be convinced
a drug or something else helped him.

T

Desperate People Turn
To Charlatons
srHERE is a big field for those who
promise to cure cancer because of
the fact that the accepted methods of
treatment sometimes offer little help,
especially in advanced cases. The committee sums up:
There always is the possibility, when
untried treatments aie proposed, that
one will be effective. Study is war'anted if there is a shred of evidence
of value. But, '!unfortunately, many
proposed forms of treatment are entirely devoid of reason. People tend to
be quite objective in their attitudes
towards such fantastic proposals until
they are confronted with cancet in their
own close circle .
"Even when skeptical, they will often
take a relative to a charlatan, not out
of faith, but out of desperation. Cost
is not considered ..
"Logic is often a poor weapon in
combating quackery."
The harm done the incurable patient
may be considerable, but does not approach the harm done when a charlatan
"accepts a potentially curable ease and
uses worthless remedies until the disease has become truly'Incurable."
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'A Bit of Birdlime Used to
Catch the Unthinking Mass'

GEORGE PICKERING

SF Dockers
Pick Pickering
For 2nd Post
SAN FRANCISCO—George Pickering, a prominent veteran of many years
of union activity on the San Francisco
waterfront, was elected longshore Local
10 vice president in the runoff held
November 29, 30 and December 2. He
defeated Albert (Baggy) Bertani in a
close vote, of 1159 to 1148.
Martin J. Callaghan, is the new Local
10 president, elected in the primary
when he defeated James Kearney in a
close vote. Also elected were Reino J.
Erkkila, secretary-treasurer, as well as
members of the board of trustees, the
labor relations and publicity committees and the district council.
In the final election the three business agents who ran successfully were
Albert James, with 1175 votes, Richard
(Dick) Harp, 1134, and W. Bronson,
1031.
NINE DISPATCHERS
The nine dispatchers for the following year, elected in the runoff are in
the order of votes received:
C. W. Mayfield, 1304; Jimmy Manning, 1264; Johnny Olivera, 1210; John
Perez, 1179; David (Big Dave) Littleton, 1126; Quirino (Bull) Bulleri, 1050;
John Yasko, 1042; Andy Anderson,
1010; Joe Sanchez, 974.
Thirty-five members of the executive
board chosen from a field of 76 candidates in the order of votes received are:
Robert Rohatch, Henry Schmidt, Albert (Baggy) Bertani, Mike Samaduroff, George Pickering, "Bin" Chester,
Bill McGee, W. Bronson, Willie Christensen, John E. Walker, Jack Orchid,
Julius Stern, Tommie Silas, Tony J.
Gomez, Ken Austin, Chester (Pop)
Hardister, Peter Dorskoff, David (Big
Dave) Littleton, Leon Barlow, Charlie
Huber, Selden Osborne, Carl (Smitty)
Smith, Joe Sanchez, George Walsh,
Carlton (Slim) Melin, Victor Delucchi,
Jack (Simon) Sirnonovich, Claude Lee
Saunders, Odell Franklin, Thomas W.
Gomez, Bennie Hunter, B. B. Jones,
Jack Riley, Archie Brown, and David
Tucker.
FIFTEEN ON GRIEVANCES
Chosen for the appeals board are:
Andy Anderson, Bill Rutter, Odell
Franklin, John Rutter, Herman Herderson, H. (Sgt.) Wells, Abraham Lewis,
and Robert Kahuanui.
Fifteen members of the grievance
committee will be: Tommie Silas, Jack
Riley, I4oward (Sparky) Livingston,
Rauol J. Cruz, Bill Halligan, Alex Waters, Reuben (Lineman) Nelson, Daniel
(Danny) Johnsen, Bennie Hunter, C. L.
(Preacher) Morrow, Fred W.Hamilton,
William Dorn, Jr., H. Conley, Jim Kendall, and Edmond Lowe. Fifteen chosen
for investigating committee are: Andy
Yasko, Joe Sanchez, Jack Riley,
Thomas W. Gomez, Victor Delucchi,
Jack (Simon) Simonovich, Howard
(Sparky) Livingston, Odell Franklin,
Hanoi J. Cruz, Carlton (Slim) Melin,
Alex Waters, Stewart Steele, Bennie
Hunter, Bill Halligan, Reuben (Lineman) Nelson.
Jimmy Duggan won the nod for janitor and Ray (Wrap It Up) Feliciano
will be the sergeant-at-arms for the
hiring hall.

John Arbuckle of Local 13 Dies
TORRANCE—Funeral services were
held recently for 1LWU Local 13
member John Arbuckle. A native of
Kentucky, he had lived and worked in
the Los Angeles harbor area since 1934.

CHICAGO -- Uncovered here re- able right to work means simply the
cently during the centennial of Clar- inalienable right of the employer,
ance Darrow, the great attorney without let or hindrance, to go out in
whose career was devoted to defense the open market and bid for laborers
of labor and the underdog, was a little on the hardest terms or, rather, to so
known booklet entitled "The Open order that industrial world that men
and women and children must bid
Shop".
Nothing could be more timely than against each other for a right to toil
Darrow's opinion of the "right-to- . . . All the rights a laborer has under
work," which even in the last century the law, or under present industrial
was a false slogan of anti-union em- methods, is the right to go from employers. Here is a pertinent quote ployer to employer in search of work.
"His right to work depends entirely
from that book:
"Man cannot labor without an op- upon his ability to find someone who
portunity to apply his hands to some has the means and inclination to hire
of the bounties of nature, to some ma- him, and no matter how willing or
terial from which things are made, anxious he cannot force himself upon
and still the inalienable right to work an employer, but he may be denied
is insisted upon by those who have this inalienable right upon any reason
taken all the coal, and ore, and lum- or pretext no matter what ., No one
ber; who control all the factories and knew better than the masters of inrailroads, all the land, and every dustry that they may be denied this
means to which man might apply his inalienable right upon the master's
will, and could trade unionism be detoil.
"There can be no inalienable right stroyed the will would be harder and
to work without a place to work, and more arbitrary, and the right to work
neither the government nor those who far less available than it is today. The
declaim the loudest or insist the most, inalienable right to work is a bit of
have ever furnished the laborer a birdlime, used to catch the unthinking
place to toil. To this class the inalien- mass."

America's Biggest Heel

Rubber Workers Know
Why T-H Is !Slave Law'
WINCHESTER, Va. — A classic example of how the Taft-Hartley Law
continues to be loaded against decent
trade unionism and to favor management, was demonstrated conclusively
recently in the case of the O'Sullivan
(heel) strike.
A crushing defeat was suffered at
O'Sullivan's here, by the United Rubber Workers when strikebreakers were
able to beat the union in an election
while veteran O'Sullivan employees
were unable to vote because they were
labeled "economic" strikers as defined
by the Taft-Hartley Law.
UNION-BUSTER
Proof of the union-busting potential
of Taft-Hartley was seen in the fact
that the section barring economic
strikers from voting in representation
elections is still on the books, despite
the fact that when President Eisenhower was campaigning in 1952, he
promised labor that he would work to
see such sections eliminated.
The situation that developed in this
obscure little town in Virginia recently
has made many people feel again that

E. Baker and
F. J. Murnane
In Runoff
PORTLAND—Ernie Baker and Francis J. Murnane will vie for the presidency of longshore Local 8 here as the
result of the recent primary election
held Nov. 22, 23 and 25, in which contests were held for ten offices. Baker
received 578 votes to Murnane's 293,
In the runoff for vice president will
be W. D. Fisher and James D. Foster
with 456 and 401 votes respectively;
Larry W.(Bus) Broadie, 210 votes will
run against C. H. (Andy) Anderson,
740 for secretary.
Others running for the remaining offices are:
Labor Relations Committee, Gene
Haller, Gordon E. Mays, Earl (Bud)
Smith and Frank Haines. Earnings
clerk, Thomas A. Senn and Clarence
Stewart.
For regular dispatcher, Otto W.Starberg will compete with M. J. (Mutt)
Eddy; relief dispatcher, Roy C. Delk
against Phil Stafford; night dispatcher,
Frank Degnan versus Clyde (Rosie)
East,
For business agent Tom Barrett will
run in the finals against George Watson and for assistant business agent, G.
.(Johnny) Parks versus George Jones.

unionists were not overstating the case
when they called the Taft-Hartley Law
a "slave-labor" law.
Winchester, Va., is in the heart of
the apple growing country represented
by reactionary Senator Harry F. Byrd.
'NUMBER ONE HEEL'
In that valley the O'Sullivan Rubber
Corporation produces what is called
"America's Number One Heel."
In April, 1956, 388 workers at O'Sullivan's, in an NLRB election, voted to
affiliate with the United Rubber Workers by a vote of 342 to 2.
Many meetings were held in an attempt to agree on a new contract, with
the major issue being wages. The
O'Sullivan plant averaged $1.41 an
hour, which was 46 to 60 cents below
the national avercge for the same
work.
Finally, the union proposed conciliation and mediation. The company refused. The company refused to meet
with the federal conciliator, refused
the union's suggestion to meet with a
panel of clergymen and also turned
down the offer of the Commonwealth
Attorney to settle the strike.
On May 13, 1956, after all of the
resources were exhausted, the O'Sullivan workers voted 355 to 2 to strike.
SCAB HERDING
The company did an extensive job
of recruiting strikebreakers. The company made plans to break the strike
by turning to the Taft-Hartley Act.
Under Section 9 (c) (3) of Taft-Hartley, "economic strikers" are barred
from voting in elections.
Ballots, under this section, go only
to the strikebreakers already inside
the plant. The Taft-Hartley provision
reads: "Employees on strike who are
not entitled to reinstatement shall not
be eligible to vote."
Inasmuch as only strikebreakers
could vote, it was natural that the
union should lose—and did.
After the election, the United Rubber Worker president declared: "The
example of how this law can be used to
fire workers, some with as much as 30
years' service, should spur us all to do
something which will bring about a
degree of fairness in the law . . the
strikebreakers alone were allowed to
vote at the polls within the plant ..
this is truly a bread and butter issue
and points up how a company can use
this law to deny workers the right to
have a union and bargain collectively
for job security and fair wages and
working conditions."
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Top Officers
Re-elected to
Local 6 Posts
SAN FRANCISCO— Charles (Chili)
Duarte and Richard I...ynden were reelected without opposition to the posts
of president and secretary-treasurer,
respectively, of 1LWU Local 6 last
week.
In the San Francisco Division, for
business agent "A" Joe Muzio was elected with 1,752 Wes; "B", Keith Eickman was elected over Swede Carlsitri,
1,072 to 1,005; and "C", Joseph Lynch
with 1,632.
Billy Lufrano was reelected dispatcher over William (Bill) Moon, 1,545-520.
Three members named to the Board
of Trustees are Ace deLosada, Sam Barren and Leroy King. Ten members of
the General Executive Board are Betty
de Losada, Curtis McC1,ain, Ilazel Gagnon, Tom Norton, Robert Volkmarin,
Carl B. Spitz, Wallace McKonny,
Kratzmar, Guy Rook and Babe Bamett.
BLASQUEZ WINS
In the Oakland Division, business
gent "A" is Paul Heide with 1,716
Votes; "B", Joe (Longhorn) Blasquez
Was elected over David A. Wilson, 1,265619; "C", Bill Burke, 1.718 votes.
Joe Gomes was re-elected dispatcher
against Adolphurs Turner, 1,612 to 347.
Members of the Board of Trustees
are Ed Newman, Bob Moore and Lou
Gonick,
Nine members of the General Executive Board are Charles -Slim" Murray,
Charles A. Brown, John Espinoza, Jim
Nelson, Frank Brown, Bob Monzo, Bertha Schmidt, Ernest Duarte and Ralph
Romero. Delegates to the District Council are Charles A. Brown, Charles
"Slim" Murray, Jim Nelson, Bertha
Schmidt and Frank Brown.
In the Redwood City Division, Roland Corley was elected a member of
the Board of Trustees, Felix Rivera,
Manuel Ramirez and Charles Haysbert
were named to the General Executive
Board: E. L. Conwell was named chairman, Edward Becks, secretary; Max
Ruiz, a member of the District Council,
and M. R. Cortez was elected Sergeantat-arms.
IIEMENEZ IN CROCK) TT
Business agents for the Redwood City
Division are the same as for the San
Francisco Division.
In the Stockton Division, E. M. "Al"
lialatti was elected business agent, Albert M. Collins to the Board of Trustees, Eddie Collins and William D. Peeler were named to the General Executive Board, Harry Enos was named secretary, Dionicio Sanchez was made sergeant-at-arms and Albert M. Collins
was elected to the District Council.
In the Crockett Division, August
(Ham & Eggs) Hemenez was re-Elected
business agent over Bruno "Duke" Duca. 173 to 95. Harry McCall was named
to the Board of Trustees, James Harris
and Dan Mahoney to the District Council; Braulio (Blackle) Sierras and H. G.
Odeila were elected to the General Executive Board (C&T-1) and Same Harris
to the General Executive Board (Port
Costa).
C. Rose was elected chairman, George
F. McGrath, secretary, Joe (Hop) Angotti, sergeant-at-arms and C. Rose,
head steward (MI).

U.S.to Sell Alameda
Maritime Station
The Dispatehr‘r's at.11 ing too Offife
WASHINGTON, D.C. — The Maritime Training Station at Alameda, California, has been declared surplus and
will be turned over to the General Services Administration for disposition.
C,ost of maintaining the facility, inability to lease or permit the site for
other uses, and the fact that a similar
Installation could be quite readily ay.
quired in ease of need were the re10,0104
given for the decision to dispose of the
facility. No restrictions as to pre,o,r‘a.tion or repossession as a training facility were placed on disposition of the
site. The original acquisition cost of the
site was $2,039,617.93.
The Alameda Training Station, which
provided upgrading and special types
of in-service training for men in the
maritime industry, was deactivated on
November 30, 1953.
From
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Four New Regional Offices
Set Up to Aid Fisheries
Frei* The Dispateber's Waskingtea Office

WASHINGTON, D.C.. — The establishment of four new regional offices
and a new southern California program
office for the Bureau of Commercial
Fisheries of the United States Fish and
Wildlife Service and the appointment
of regional directors to head up the new
field organizations have been announeed by Assistant Secretary of the
Interior Ross Leffler. All of the new
,directors are present members of the
staff of the Service.
Included in the regional setup are
offices located at Seattle, Washington,
and Juneau, Alaska. The new program
office in southern California will be
located at San Pedro.
NEW Dilmerous
The new regional directors appointed
are: Joseph F. Puncochar, at Gloucester; Seton H. Thompson, St. Petersburg; Samuel J. Hutchinson, Seattle;
W. F. Carbine, Ann Arbor; and John
Charrett, Juneau.
• The function of the new regional offices will be to implement the expanded

Rania,Samson,
Miyagi Are
Re-elected
HONOLULU —Antonio Rania, running unopposed, won reelection as president of giant ILWU Local 142 in a territorywode biennial election conducted
November 8 through 22.
Elected to other key positions in Local 142 were Constantine Samson, vicepresident and Newton Miyagi, secretary-treasurer. Four members elected
to the local executive board from sugar,
pineapple, iongshore and general trades
divisions are: Seiko Shiroma, Kazuraasa Morita, Mamoru Yamada and
Wayne Riga.
For the big island of Hawaii George
Martin was reelected division director,
Edward DeMello, division trustee, Filonieno Fuerte to the local executive
board: Francisco C. Latorre, Voshito
Takamine, Herman Amaral and Be..
jamin Namahoe were chosen business
agents.
In the Maui County division, Thomas
Vagi won reelection as division director,
Noboru "Pop" Miyamoto, division trustee, Shi ro 110S:unit, local executive
boa rd Atnatlor del Castillo, Kameo
lehimura, Pedro dela Cruz and Edwin
K. Wasano are to be business agents.
On the island of Oahu, Tadashi
Ogawa,, won the post of division director, Yukio Abe, division trustee and
Margaret Damaso, local executive
board: Eddie F. Laps. Jose (Joe) Corpus. Edward S. Hiromoto, Calixto Dumas° and Ernest Arena were picked as
business agents.
For the Kauai division, Primitive
Queja was named division director,
Masashi Arinaga, division trustee and
iiiitsuo Shimizu, local executive board;
business agents are Takumi Akama,
Stanford S. Kiyonaga and Abraham
Pittway.
All elected officers will take office
on January 2, 1958,

Early Organizer Among Clerks
A. B.(Abe) Crowe Dies at 70

commercial fishery program authorized
OAKLAND — A. B. Crowe—better
by the Fish and Wildlife Service Act of known as "Abe"—a charter member of
1956 and to Improve services to the ILWU Ship Clerks Local 34, died here
fishing industry and the general public last week at the age of 70,
by better coordination of field activis
"Abe" Crowe's dedication and devoties. The new southern California pro- tion to the ILWU and his many years
gram office will supervise the semi.. of hard work in
organizing clerks and
tropical fisheries work of the Bureau
checkers on the waterfront, le considoff that coast.
ered by many oldtimers one of the mileTUNA, SARDINE PROBLEMS
stones
of the development of the union.
The southern California site at San
Herman Stuyvelaar, retired member
Pedro for a program office is centrally
located with respect to the important of Local 34 and now president of the
semitropical fisheries of that area. Im- ILWU Bay Area pensioners, and also a
portant problems of this office relate veteran of early organizing campaigns,
to the tuna and sardine fisheries. They said of Crowe:
are separate problems from those re"lie practically singiehandedly orglating to the North Temperate Zone anized clerks in the old days when he
fisheries of the Pacific Northwest. As went from dock to dock to get the felin the case of the Bureau's program of- lows to become members back in the
fice in Hawaii, the southern California days of 1983 and prior to the great hisoffice will report to the Bureau Di- toric 1934 maritime strike. Practically
rector in Washington.
without funds and little encouragement
Abe succeeded in signing up clerks and
checkers in what was then known as
Local 78-91 of the old ILA."
Stuyvelaar recalled his earliest memWILMINGTON — Trustees of ILWU ory of Crowe when he said, "Oldtimers
Local 26 are recommending an increase still working on the front and pensionin dues of $1 a month, which proposi- ers remember Abe for his courage and
tion will be read to the members at perseverance in getting the union
two regular meetings and then be started. It took guts back in those days
and Abe had it in great abundance."
placed on a referendum ballot.
Increased dues are necessary, the
Because of poor health, Crowe was
trustees said, because of increased forced to give up much of his union
costa of operating the local which had activity in later years. Before retiring
wiped out the surplus of the general
fund.
The increase will build up the surplus again, trustees said, and when
the surplus limit of $25,000 is reached,
any additional surplus will go into the
local's strike fund.
WILMINGTON — More than 1500
persons turned out for ILWU Local
613's benefit dance for the City of Hope,
November 16, and net proceeds turned
over to the free hospital for treatment
of cancer, tuberculosis and heart conSHEBOYGAN, Wisc.—"We will not
ditions amounted to $3,000.
surrender," says the headline on the
Entertainment included Mae Wilmost recent Kohler Strike and Boycott
Bulletin — as the longest strike in liams and Linda Leigh, television and
American history, now well into its recording singers, and two members of
the local, Paul Deflate, Jr., and Charles
fourth year goes on.
Recently an NLRB trial examiner's Marino.
Special recognition was given local
report was made public clearly placing
blame for the continuation of this long members who work for the National
strike on the management of the Koh- Lines Bureau, each of whom contributed two hours' straight time pay.
ler Company.
Local 833 (UAW), which has conducted the historic Kohler strike, announced the strike would continue with
this statement:
"In view of Kohler Company's refusal to accept and adhere to the NLRB
ASTORIA, Ore. — Tragedy struck
trial examiner's report and to forthwith
member
obey the law by negotiating in good the family of ILWU Local 18
faith, our union has no alternative but Ronald J. Niemela recently when fire
duplex where
to continue the strike and legal primary broke out in the frame
they lived on Franklin Avenue, taking
boycott and to pursue all legal cases to
the life of two-year old Joey Niemela
compel Kohler to obey the law."
the child's mother, Mrs.
The Kohler Strike Bulletin announced and sending
Niemela, to the hospital with
the long-time legal boycott would con- Agnes
first and second degree burns.
tinue, with this statement:
Two other children, Vickie, one year,
"In view of the unstable possibilities
Rodney, four, were injured but less
and
of achieving justice and equity through
the courts, the Kohler strikers and seriously. All three are still in the hostheir families still have no other choice pital.
Members of Local 18 last week took
but a course of action to create still
greater economic pressure upon the up a collection to aid the stricken famKohler Company through a nationwide ily, who lost all they possessed in the
fire,
legal primary boycott,"

Local 26 Trustees
Propose Dues Hike

A. B. CROWE
on ILWU pension, five years ago, Crowe
worked out of the Oakland hall.
He is survived by his wife and son
Gene, a member of Local 34.

City of Hope Nets Donovan Opposes
Local 34
$3000 from Dance Campion,
SAN FRANCISCO—C."Jerry" Dono-

Kohler Strikers Will
Refuse to Surrender

Fire Cuts Home of
J. Niemela,Son Dies

van will run against incumbent Joseph
F. Campion for the presidency of ship
clerks Local 34 here in an election to
be held December 9 and 10.
Running for vice president will be
Clyde W. Dorsey and William IL (Bill)
Hart; for secretary-treasurer, Paul E.
Cosgrove and for business agent,
Charles M. Becker, both incumbents.
James A. Roche and Emmett P. Gilmartin are standing for reelection for
San Francisco dispatcher and relief dispatcher, while in the East Bay Allan
Durant and 0. T. Cleary will vie for
dispatcher and William (Bill) Goheen
for East Bay relief dispatcher.
Other offices to be filled are the following committees: executive, labor relations, trustees, investiga ting, grievance, legislative and promotion.
Michael P. Johnson, incumbent, is
unopposed as delegate to the Northern
California District Council and there
are eleven men running for five places
as delegates to conventions and caucuses.

Peace Is Top Item
At Mine-Mill Meet
VANCOUVER,B. C.—The Mine, Mill
and Smelter Workers, Western District
convention, held here recently, emphasized peace as one of the most important themes for organized labor.
A resolution adopted unanimously
called upon governments everywhere
to stop nuclear tests and begin sincere
disarmament immediately.

Hawaii Unions Resist C of C 'Sales Tax Gimmick'
JIONOLULU—A concerted effort to
"repeal" the sales tax privately enacted last July by the Honolulu Chamber of Commerce was launched here
last month by ILWU Local 142 and the
AFL-CIO's Committee on Political Educa tion (COPE).
Representing approximately 35 thousand members (125 thousand consumera). COPE and ILWU have adopted a
program of "refusing to buy from
stores that use the vlsable sales tax."
In a letter to individual members,
Local 142's Leg islati ye Committee
urges unionists and their families to
"show the leaders that you object" to
thv private tax "by not buying from
them," Identified as 'leaders" are Piggly Wiggly, Sears, Roebuck & Co.,
Libel ty House and Stewart's Pharmacies.

There is no legal sales tax in Hawaii. There is a gross excise tax which
merchants are required to pay "for the
privilege of doing business." Currently
the rate of the excise tax is three and
one-half per cent of a merchant's gross
income. Part of Hawaii's tax structure
for more than twenty years, the tax
was increased one per cent this year
by the territorial legislature.
Shortly after the lawmakers returned home, the Chamber of Commerce decided to force consumers to
pay the tax the businessman is assessed "for the privilege of doing business."
Many retail stores began adding one
per cent at the cash register "on acs
count of tax." Others rolled prices back
two and one-half per cent and added
three and one-half per cent at the cash

register "on account of tax."
Gouging became the order of the
day and the completely unscrupulous
refused to roll back prices and started
adding three and one-half per cent at
the cash register.
Not content to let the retailers benefit exclusively from the privately enacted sales tax, Honolulu restaurant
owners got together, hiked prices as
much af4 fifty per cent and added
three and one-half per cent more "on
account of tax." Coffee in most establishments was raised from ten to fifteen cents per cup.
Aware of union and consumer resentment against the "visible" tax,
hundreds of small merchants refused
to "show the tax" in their price structure. However, most of the larger merchandisers grabbed on to the privately

enacted "law" and are enjoying a bonanza.
For the purpose of testing the legality of the private "law" a COPE official swore out a wararatt for the arrest of the owner of Kau Kau Korner
for violating that section of the law
which says that no merchant may advertise or hold out, directly or indirectly, that his prices do not include
the tax. COPE Secretary David McClung alleged in his complaint that
Kau Kau Korner's addition of three
and one-half per cent on top of advertised and menu prices is a violation of
law.
McClung purchased a meal advertised for one dollar. His check came to
one dollar, plus four cents "on account
ef tax."
The case is pending in cricuit court.
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No Civil Rights
Leader on New
Rights Body
WASHINGTON, D. C. — The Civil
Rights Commission, authorized by the
"civil rights':. law passed by Congress
last August, has finally been selected •
. by President Eisenhower after much
pressure and long delay.
Observers here are concerned that
the six men chosen are not the type
who can be expected to do the imagine,.
tive and pioneering job on civil rights
that is needed.
It was noted, for example, that IVA
a single outstanding leader in the field
of civil rights was included in the new
Civil Rights Commission. At best it
has been said the majority will probably be sympathetic, at least, to the
Supreme Court's desegregation decision.
CONSERVATIVE GROUP
Named to head the new body was
former Supreme Court rustice Stariley
Reed, who retired originally from the
high court because he f6lt unable to
keep up with the strenuous pace. Reed
resigned from the new post saying it
was .not compatible with his judicial
duties which he still sometimes performs despite his retirement from the
high bench.
Other members of the commission
are: Robert Storey, dean of the law
school at Southern Methodist University in Texas; John A. Hannah, presi,
dent of Michigan State University;
John S. Battle, former governor of Virginia; Reverend T. M. Hesburgh, president of Notre Dame; and J. Ernest Wilkins, a Negro, now Assistant Secretary
of Labor.
It is all In all a conservative commission that was chosen and is expected
to reflect a conservative viewpoint. Instead of moving with speed, an observer here said the commission will
probably mov,e "with all deliberate
caution."
NEED PUBLIC PRESSURE
If the new commission is to make an
Important contribution to civil rights,
people interested in civil rights here
feel, there will be public pressure
needed. The committe has considerable
leeway to investigate under the authority granted it by the Civil Rights Act.
Itsinajor responsibility is to investigate any interference with the'right to
vote on racial grounds. If it chooses,
however, it can enter into much broader
'areas and can even come to grips with
the overall question of "denial of equal
protection of the laws."
COULD DO A JOB
As an advisory body to the President,
the commission can, if it so decides,
become a real force for developing a,
clear poll4 in the entire field of civil
rights.
The Civil Rights Commission, it was
noted here, has considerable authority.
The important question is, does it have
the will to exert its authority and do a
job that will translate the ideals of
civil rights into reality — into civil
rights, and equal protection of the
laws?
.
What is needed, according to those
who • keep close tabs on the capitol
scene, will be a strong push from the
public, from labor and civic- organizations.to encourage, or even compel, the
Civil Rights Commission to do the job
the country expects of it.

-

fl*

Turkey

Longshore olcItimer.s, pensioners of ILWU Local 19 in Seattle, and their families enjoyed their Thanksgiv.
ing dinner in the pensioners club rooms in the longshore hall. The children's orchestra, below, entertained.

Matles of UE Flays'Business Unionism'

NEW YORK — ''Business unionism
does not have a real economic program
for its members to meet the challenge
of automation, speedup, declining
standards of living and job insecurity,"
said James Matles, United Electrical
Workers' director of organization in a
letter to The Nation magazine printed
Novernber 16.
"Are we to have business unionism
Or are we to have rank and file demowatic unionism? There is a need for
the most thorough discussion on this
issue not only among the rank and file
of the labor, movement, but among all
people," the letter went on.
"Business unionisre lives and thrives
on collusion and back-door sweetheart
deals with employers to the' detriment
of its members. It suppresses rank and
file democracy and rules through dicWILMINGTON — Contract for con- tatorship from the top. Thievery, corstruction of a new 1,300-foot concrete ruption aed corporation-president's
reinforced wharf at Berths 143-144 in salaries and expenses for union officials
West Basin was awarded by the Board (Cadillacs and all) are tilt inevitable
of Harbor Commissioners recently. by-products of business unionism.
Cost will be $1,607,730.
FAILS TO ATTRACT
Following completion of the wharf,
"Business unionism does not have a
expected to take 14 months, a cleare
real economic program for its members
span cargo terminal 1,000 by 200 feet
meet the challenge of automation,
to
will be built.
declining standards of living,
speedup,
passing
cargo
Present heavy general
job
And what little proand
insecurity.
through the port, and the indicated
it has, it does not fight for.
gram
facilimore
makes
continuing increase
"Business unionism has failed to atties necessary, Harbor Commissioners
and indeed is incapable of attracttract,
said.
Menveg
A.
Lloyd
President

Huge New Wharf Is
Set For L. A. Harbor

ing the millions of unorganized workers
into its ranks.
"Business unionism, under the leadership.of Mr. Meany and his associates,
remains mute while a federal judge
moves in to take control of the labor
movement. Business unionism not only
condones, but supports the sinister
campaign of the McClellan Committee
to cripple the labor. movement. NO EFFECTIVE PROGRAM
"In the arena of public affairs business unionism has abandoned rank and
file independent political action and has
no effective legislative program for the
people. Business unionism practices its
own brand of MeCarthyism in its internal affairs and joins hands with the
employers and congressional witchhunting committees to fire and blacklit
members who dare invoke their
constitutional privileges under the Bill
of Rights.
• "Business unionism stands passively
by and fails to mobilize the millions of
its members in the life and death struggle of the Negro .people against discrimination.
UNITY IS ISSUE
"On the paramount issue of peace,
business unionism works to intensify
the cold war and its Chief spokesman,
AFL-CIO President Meany, even exceeds Mr. Dulles in his incitement to
war.
"Unity of labor must mean much

more than merely 14 million members
paying per capita tax to one labor Fedetation. To he sure, unity is the real
issue, but in my judgment it has to be
unity of the rank and file for democratic unionism and against business
unionism and all the evils it stands
for."

Ford Layoff Grows,
-Profits, Prices Rise
DETROIT — The Ford Motor Company's fin'ancial 'statement for the first
nine months of 1957 showed its net
earnings up 58% over the same period
in 1956. gales went up over the $4 billion mark and were 37% higher than
the same period.
Despite this great rise in profits and
a current increase in prices-, it was reported by Ford Local 600 (UAW) that
more than 3,000 members working at
Ford are on layoff and walking the
streets.
Wog* Increase at Gates Rubber
LOS ANGELES — A 14 1 2 cents an
hour general wage increase, which
brings the minimum rate in the plant
to $2.281,42 an hour, wag won at Gates
Rubber Company by ILWU Local 26
members in a wage reopening. The company's own health plan, equivalent of
the Local's plan, will be continued at
no cost to the members.
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ILWU Man's
Death Raises
Safety Issue
SAN FRANDISCO — "If there had
been a safety man on this job," Olvino
Schussolin would be alive today, said
ILWU Local 10 President Robert Rohatch in a letter to the United Stevedoring Co. of Richmond, Calif.
"Schuss°lin," wrote Rohatch, "was a
top-notch bulldozer," and his death last
month "would never havt happened"
had there been a safety manon the job.
In his letter Rohatch urged the cord=
pany to assign a Local 10 member to
the position of "safety man on the ore
jobs at your dock". The Local 10 president predicted a "drastic cut in accidents" in the event his suggestion is
adopted by the firm.
CRUSHED TO DEATH
Schussolin's death, according to the
Alameda County coroner's office, was
the result of a severely crushed chest,
plus gross abdominal and internal injuries.
He was fatally injured when operating his bulldozer in an unsafe working
area. He backed his huge machine into
an obstruction that would have been
removed had the company employed a
safety man on the job.
His widow and two sons survive.
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Jenner to Quit,
Washington Post
Sees 'Great Hope

On the MARCH

From The Dispateiker's Washington Office

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Sen. William 4. Jenner, witch-hunting pal of
the late but unlamented Joseph McCarthy, has decided not to stand for,
re-election in Indiana next year.
Although Jenner didn't explain his
surprising decision, it's being assumed here that he has been lonesome on Capitol Hill since the death
of McCarthy. With no more flamboyant crusides by the Wisconsin Senator, witch-hunting has become a
dreary business in Washington.
Mr. Jenner sought to keep the
fires going as a member of the Internal Security Subcommittee. But
the reactionary stuff he tried to peddle in the name of patriotism failed
to win any kind of an audience.
Sen. Jenner is considered to be the
last important member of the congressional group led by McCarthy.
Accordingly, as the Washington Post
commented editorially, "the announcement of his retirement raises
a great hope — that the era in our
history which he represents can 11nally be closed."

By J. R. (Bob) Robertson

HEN a frankly pro-Knowland, "got:fen too strong." They speak of
pro-open-shop, Republican candi- union control as if it hurts workers indate won an election in Los Angeles re- stead of bringing them unprecedented
cently — in a Democratic-registration benefits.
But note well that the same spokesdistrict, predominantly working class,
It not only made labor in California sit men for big business never suggest that
up and take notice, but we saw,a clear lawyers quit their bar associations or
omen of the times; a picture of the doctors their medical associations or
businessmen their chambers of comfight we face.
Let's face it, the misnamed atrocity merce or NAM or hundreds of other
called "right-to-work" is being sold to tightly controlled business organizaa great many unsuspeoting workers — tions.
They know that, in fact, these big
even good union men and women who
can be fooled by the words themselves: organizations of businessmen and professionals exert far greater control in
"right-to-work".
for us all our society, over the cost of living and
It's a good idea therefore
to nail the meaning of the term and over legislation, than any unions have
ever exerted.
call it by its right name.
Big business organizations are tightIt's a right-to-fink law. s
It's an invitation to free-riders and ly controlled in order to take something
away from the public at large. Labor
free-loaders.
rt spells "open-shop" no matter how unions are organized in order to spread
the benefits of life to more of the pubthin the baloney is sliced.
It's a law that will prove — as it has lic at large.
There are well over 70 million people
In 18 states already—to be the boon of
sca.bherders and the bane of decent earning a living in America today. They
and their families represent a true maunion men and women.
What hurts us most in this campaign jority of the population. And yet it is
Is that the kind of words, and phrases a fact recognized by all that this mabeing spoken by the proponents of this jority does not control Congress — in
right-to-fink legislation often soupd so short does not have true representation
PORTLAND—One burglary suspect intruders who then smashed a window good on the surface.
—while a minority of businessmen and
was caught and a second, believed to and tried to run. The first burglar
And it takes some real education on professionals and their organizations
have been wounded, escaped recently jumped through the window and Hoff the part of unions, to their own mem- do have a tight control over Congress
when they were surprised in the act fired at his legs.
bers as well as the public at large, to and legislation.
The second man became frightened, point out that this sweet-talk, these
of burglarizing the hiring hall of
ran into a bathroom to hide and final- well-turned phrases such as "voluntary
ILWU Local 8 here.
hands raised.
unionism" or "union democracy" — IF Congress was not biased against
William Wells Lewis, 33, an ex-law ly came out with his
a bag of burg- while very'good and meaningful words
said
policeman
The
was
city
this
of
student and bartender
labor — it it really represented the
in themselves — are completely phony people — then it would have to vote
arrested and booked in the city jail on lars tools were found near a safe.
when spoken out of the mouths of, against Taft-Hartley and,against any
a burglary charge with ball set at $5
Knowland or McClellan or the president anti-labor laws, for the simple reason
thousand. Police are searching'for hi4 L.A. Auxiliary Plans
of a chamber of commerce, the NAM, that the majority of the people are
companion, described as a husky, six- Major Member Drive
any one of the thousands of business workers.
or
looter, who was wearing a ski hat,
Women's
ILWU
—
LOS ANGELES
dark jacket and trousers, and is be- Auxiliary 28 has announced that it will associations that cover the land.
Far from facing the threat of laws
Recently Knowland has been sending, to destroy unions, if we had equitable
lieved to have been wounded in the launch a membership drive right after
legs when a special officer shot at him. the first of the year. Interest of women at the taxpayers' expense, copies of his representation unions would be free and
de- encouraged to continue to organize.
Detective Lieutenant WiUiMii Hoff, eligible for the auxiliary has been so-called "seven points of union
"Right-to-work" — the open shop
who also works in off-duty hours as a heightened by the group's activities mocracy."
these law, fink legislation — is a great fraud,
with
wrong
nothing
is
There
•
special officer, arrested Lewis.
during the year ranging from strike
which deal with honest an intentionally misleading slogan.
Hoff was checking the ILWU build- support and aiding families of mem- seven points
for,funds 'and
accounting
elections,
In its wording there is the inference
the
to
ing at 12:20 a.m. when he noticed a bers in financial difficulties
and file that workers are guaranteed jobs, as
rank
good
any
that
else
much
side gate had been forced,open. On in- Mexican Independence Day Fiesta and
trade union has always believed in. The well as greater individual freedom.
vestigating further he sighted the two Queen Contest.
Important point is that Knowland him- There is no right to a job involved and
self does not believe his own points.
there is no freedom. The proponents of
this monstrosity keep implying that
belonging to a union in some way takes
OU have to read the fine print be- away a worker's individual freedom.
And yet unions are ,in existence before the real facts emerge.
Knowland's "seven points" appear to cause the majority of the workers —
be good union democracy. But there is and that's the basis of democracy —
an eighth point — and that's the one have voted for their organization. Actually you might say that the union is
that counts.
The final point, and the one that the the greatest protector of a worker's inTo clear our shelves of books that cannot be reordered we are offering,
Knowlands and McClellans are really dividual rights because it provides him
with each purchase of a book, an additional book free. The price of each
aiming at with all their seductive jab- with real strength — the kind of
"dividend" book has been reduced to 25 cents should you wish to purchase
berwacky about "voluntary unionism" strength that is to be found only in
it alone.
and "union democracy," is to set up the unity, the strength impossible to
achieve by oneself.
open shop.
Price
Regular Book List
Author
Knowland with all his talk of "deFor many years we and other socalled "progressive" unions have kept mocracy" is trying to perpetrate a
Graphic Arts
vigorously to the letter of democratic fraud because what he actually means
1.00 (paper)
1058 Art Calendar
Workshop
unionism — including most of the prin- Is that he and his kind desire to see a
$1.00
Dan Gillmore
Fear, the Accuser
ciples now proposed by the Knowlands • minority — the free-loaders — achieve
3.75
The F.B.I.
Lowenthal
and others. We've had rank and file greater rights than the- majority.
3.00
Larrowe
.Shape-Up and Hiring Hall
When labor takes off its kid gloves
control, accounting of funds, demo2.00
Stavis
The Man Who Never Died
cratic elections and much more besides and decides to get out and ring doorfrom our very beginnings as a union. bells and mount a real campaign, scab
1.00
Foner
Jack London, American Rebel
And yet we, and so many other mighty legislation such as this can be defeated.
1.50
Boyer & Morals. .. Labor's Untold Story
unions, have been kicked around You all know the tremendous job done
fine
1.00
Man's Worldly Goods
Huberman
by business interest and editorial writ- In the State of Washington to lick Ini.50
Youngblood
Kittens
ers — precisely because we insisted on tiative 198.
50
The ILWU Story
maintaining complete democratic conILWU Staff
In 1944, in California, a constitutrol and preserving our autonomy as tional amendment to outlaw the unto
Price
unions.
DIVIDEND Book
shop was resoundingly defeated by
Author
We alwais stuck by These fine prin- more than a half million votes. And
Conf. on Economic
ciples (even when the politicians, busi- since then a number of attempts to Im$0.25
...The Gaps in Our Prosperity
Progress
nessmen and editorial writers were pose such open shop measures have
.25
Matusow ..........Faise Witness ..
praising the Dave Beck variety to the been defeated in the legislature.
.25 ••••••
skies as great "labor statesmen") —
McConkey ..........Out of Your Pocket.
It can be done again. There has never
.25
and there was no fine print in our con- been a better time than this for labor
•
Milltown .
Calm
stitutions that could possibly take to recall the kind of spirit it had when
.25
Eye-Witness in Indo-China
Starobin
or weaken the meaning of union we were organizing, using our political
away
Total
democracy.
muscles. The big test for all of us will
The Knowland variety of politician be to see if we can recapture some of
(Name)
and the Oakland Tribune variety of edi- the old crusading spirit, work together,
(Address)
torial writer keep repeating that mem- and talk to our neighbors — and to
(City)........ .
bership in unions should be "volun- ourselves as well — and put scab-ism
(Local)
tary," because they say unions have In its place.
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Burglary Suspect Nabbed, One Probably
Wounded, in ILWU Local a Hiring Hall
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